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Faculty, students discuss 
validity of black language 
• 
Election results prompt 
candidates' contestations 
By Portie Bruner 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
It happens every year. 
Students cast their ballots in the 
General Assembly elections; the 
votes are tallied. And the con-
testations from defeated candi-
dates follow within hours after 
the results are announced -
this year contestations totalled 
22 . 
''Until there is a change in 
the policy, there will always be 
a· problem with contestations," 
according to Local Elections 
Chairperson Memone Paden. 
Assembly rejected that idea and 
let the current policy stand." 
The current policy holds 
that all campaign fliers must be 
taken down by 12 a.m. election 
clay. 
from a Howard University trash 
can located in front of the 
Meridian Hill Hall dormitory. 
''After the speak out, I made 
sure that I went through all 14 
dorms taking down my cam-
paign posters. I followed the 
rules and I would like to see the 
General Assembly stick by the 
rules they made," Story said. 
Matthews said he also made 
a ''good-faith'' effort to remove 
all fliers. If any of his fliers 
were left up, he said they were 
done so unintentionally. 
By Margarethe DeVeaux 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
,- University's own scholars gath - such a thing. They just know 
what they speak in public is 
right and what they speak at 
home is wrong," said Andrea 
Thompso11, a speech language 
pathology major who organized 
the forum . 
However, the General 
Assembly Elections 
Chairperson, Danya Smith and 
other election staff workers said 
this does not have to be the big 
problem it becomes every elec-
tion season. 
Elections guidelines state 
that contestations must be sub-
mitted to the Elections Office 
within 24 hours after the candi-
dates allege an infraction was 
committed. None of the contes-
tations were submitted by the 
Howard University Student 
Association (HUSA) candi-
dates. The contestations 
addressed the results of school 
and student trustee elections, 
according to the Elections 
Chairperson. 
Moreover, Matthews said that 
neither he nor any of his cam-
paign staff put up the particular 
fliers in question. 
It's the language that most of 
us were raised on - not what 
we learned in elemen1ary school 
or Harbrace's grammar manual. 
It's the language of our neigh-
borhoods, the language of the 
street. 
Commonly known .as ''Black 
English," this language has been 
shrouded in controversy amo11g 
the nation 's intellectual s who 
have been debating whether it 
should be recognized as a legiti-
mate language. 
Many of How ard 
ered Tuesday evening to debate 
this very topic . 
T~e intin1ate setting of the 
School of Human Eco logy's 
"' living roo1n '' was appropriate 
for the forum titled : '' Black 
English: Misarticula1ion or 
Culturalization?'' Sponsored by 
the School of Communicalions 
Student Council. the discussion 
addressed how blacks perceive 
Black English. 
'' It \vas done so that we 
cou ld expand knowledge and 
expand recognition on the sub-
ject of Black English. Not too 
many people realize that there is 
The invited speakers present-
ed their views to a standing 
room only audience. 
'"!The department of Human 
Commu nication Sciences and 
Disorders] is the smallest and 
one of the best departments of 
the School of Communications," 
said Shau-ntae Brown, president 
see Language on A6 
Smith submitted a proposal 
to the General Assembly at the 
time she was seeking her cur-
rent position - a proposal she 
said would have prevented the 
campaign flier controversy. 
"A part of my initial propos-
al (required) candidates to take 
down their campaign fliers the 
day of the elections," Smith 
said. "Results would not be 
released until all fliers were 
removed. But the General 
Defeated candidates, who 
submit the majority of contesta-
tions, usually have a grievance 
about an infraction in the cam-
paign flier policy, Smith added. 
· Shalon Story, a senior, who 
ran for undergraduate trustee , 
submitted a contestation 
addressing this very issue. 
In the contestation, which 
she also submitted to THE 
HILLTOP. Story alleges that the 
undergraduate trustee victor, 
Leavy ·Matthews III, failed to 
remove campaign posters from 
Douglas Hall room 126 and 
''My campaign was less 
flier-oriented and more people-
oriented . The students made 
their decision. I don't think 
those two posters at hand really 
made a significant difference in 
the number of votes the candi-
dates won,'' Matthews said. 
Story lost the election by 
286 votes, but said she would 
have filed the same contestation 
even if she had won the elec-
tion. 
''I didn ' t submit this contes-
tation to be petty. I just believe 
' see Contestations A6 
HIGHLIGHTS Fine Arts springs into showcase season 
cate. 
WRITE ON: From sad to mad, emotions 
run rampant in response to last week's 
commentary "Black with White: Why 
By Alicia F. Dixon 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
As spring approaches, it llShers in 
the sho\vcase season for the College 
of· Fine Arts. Several exhibttions and 
performances are scheduled and run-
ning to present Howard University's 
talent . 
Brass Ensemble's spring perfor-
mance. This concert is scheduled for 
March 27 at noon. 
The Department of Theatre Ans is 
currently presenting ''Once On This 
Island"', as its spring production. The 
Broadway musical by Lynn Abrens 
takes the common story of a love 
affair entwining two different worlds 
and gives it an unusual twist. 
of Fine Arts. The 62nd Annual 
Juried Student Exhibition opened 
March 2 and will run· until the 29th. 
Works from students using various 
media comprise this exhibition. 
Gallery hours are Monday through 
Friday 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and 
Sunday I p.m. to 4 p.m. 
Daryle Halbert, a fir<t-year gradu-
ate. student in painting, has four paint-
ings in the show and suggests that 
Howard students visit the exhibit. 
''There are graduate Fine Arts stu-
dents. I would like everyone to see 
Not?". Page A5 
THE DEBATE CONTINUES: Tempo 
asks Howard, "Should we cross the 
color line?" Page Bl 
''We (the jurors) were able to use 
most of the works submitted. We 
looked at everything without regard 
to rank (classification). It wasn't split 
into undergraduate and graduate. We 
simply jud8;ed whether or not it was 
acceptable," Starke Said. 
' the creativity coming out of this 
place,'' Halbert said. 
INDEX The Howard µniversity Jazz Ensemble (HUJE), will present its 
annual spring concert. The 20-piece 
ensemble, under Lhe direction of Fred 
Irby. will perform in the Andrew 
Rankin Memorial Chapel Thursday at 
12:40 p.m. Admission to the show is 
free and all n1ay attend. 
Myron Miles-Clayton, a student 
juror and exhibitor in the show, 
expressed similar views. ''It's a 
reflection of the diversity of the stu-
dents on Howard's campus. We have 
all of the (visual) arts represented, 
sculpture, painting, drawing, print-
making ... The students look at these 
things everyday, but they think it 
doesn't affect them so they never 
meet the artist or go to the shows." 
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, 
Eric Roberson, a sophomore 
majoring in musical theatre , plays 
the part of Daniel. one of the two 
lovers. 
''I~s a romantic play, filled with 
phenomenal voices, spectacular 
music and fabulous dancing. It's 
based on an exciting plot that leaves 
you with more than just thrills but a 
thought," Roberson said. 
"It's not about I. It's not about 
me. It's about we and us." 
The Honorable Mike Espy 
"HUJE ii one of the top collegiate 
jazz ensembles in the nation. There 
are many students in the ensemble 
who have varied 1najors and different 
backgrounds," said Eric McMillan, a 
trumpeter in the ensemble. ''Many 
former HUJE students record with 
various ar1ists such as Stephanie 
Mill s, Shai, Illinois Jacquet, etc." 
The Kennedy Center will set the 
stage for the Howard University 
The production opened March 5 
and will run until March 20. Show 
times for the· musical .are Tuesday 
through Saturday, starting at 7:45 
p.m. For ticket reservations call 
(202) 806-7 I 98. 
Visual art is also on display in the 
Gallery of Art located in the College 
Winners from this year's show 
were as follows: painting/drawing -
Troy Johnson, 1st prize; Adekoye 
Adams, 2nd prize; and Daryle 
Halbert, 3rd prize; printmaking/pho-
tography/fashion - Myron Miles-
Clayton, lst prize; Monica Gayles, 
2nd prize; and Carlita Scarboro, 3rd 
prize; sculpture/ 3-D/interior design 
- Danny Campbell, 1st prize; 
Cynthia Lovett, 2nd prize; and 
Kimberly Metcalfe, 3rd prize. Prizes 
include a cash award and a certifi-
Also this spring, for the flf'St time, 
the College of Fine Arts plans to pub-
lish a journal to. document the works 
of its students and faculty. Any Fine 
Ans students who are interested in 
working on the publication may sign-
up in the dean's office. 
Clark Atlanta U. receives largest grant ever· for black school 
By Mikel Husband 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
In an age when student leaders 
continue to meet and discuss ways 
in which they can help defend the 
existence of traditional black insti-
tutions of higher learning, the 
Department of Commerce has 
begun a program affirming the 
future existence of predominantly 
black colleges and universities 
everywhere. 
Under the newly apfointed 
Secretary of Commerce Ronald H. 
Brown, the largest grant ever given 
to a minority university was 
awarded to Clark-Atlanta 
Univer<ity (CAU) in Atlanta. Ga. 
earlier this week. 
The grant totaling more than 
• 
$350,000 waS provided through 
the Natipnal Oceanic and 
Atmosph$'ic Administration 
(NOAA), ofle of 14 agencies under 
the Department of Commerce. 
The funds are to be used to devel-
op academic, research, and out-
reach programs in the Earth 
System Sciences department at 
CAU. The program is responsible 
for stimulating and educating 
future scientists in the disciplines 
associated with Earth System 
. Sciences. The program will also 
include workshops for developing 
and improving the effectiveness of 
the teachers and the curriculum. 
Currently within the university, 
students' are researching ocean 
dynarilics, acoustics and meteorol-
ogy in the physics and chemistry 
departments, but the condition of 
the grant is to create a separate cur-
riculum. 
''We are aying to develop 
a program that addresses both 
research and the educational 
aspects of oceanic and atmospheric 
sciences," said Dr. Kofi Bota, vice 
president for research at CAU. 
''Right now the emphasis is on 
atmospheric sciences, but our 
eventual goal is to have the 'com-
plete picture' of an oceanic science 
program to complement the atmos-
pheric one.'' 
Along with the research, 
an eventual pre-college program to 
inspire minority youth with an 
interest in me1eorological sciences 
is in the works to accompany the 
undergraduate and graduate pro-
' 
grams being planned minorities and women in this vital-
According to NOAA offi- ly important field," Brown added. 
cials, the CAU grant has benefits ''This grant also underscores our 
that are two-fold. 1be program is dedication to minority education in 
the first of many like it to come. non-traditional fields." 
''Secretary Brown is anxious to • Secondly, the program 
involve more minority and female will also foster public uncler<tand-
institutes [of higher learning] in the ing of NOAA and develop recruit-
grant programs that NOAA con- ment opportunities for minority 
tributes to.'' said. Maria Cardona, and women science students. 
deputy press secretary of NOAA. To ensure that the pro-
"My goals include ensuring that gram will go as prescribed and the 
NOAA has the best and the brigl\t- money will be well-spent, a six-
est employees. and minorities and member committee was estab-
women must play key roles in lished consisting of NOAA repre-
accomplishing that mission,'' sentatives, members of the atmos-
Brown said pheric science academic commu-
"(The) ~rant demon- nity and other researcher< within 
strates our commitment to achiev- the CAU consortium of universi-
ing a diversified work force ties and colleges. This CQl11111ittee 
through development of qualified will act as an advisory to oversee 
the implementation of the Earth 
System Sciences project. 
The consortium incl•1des: 
Morehouse, Spelman, Morris 
Brown colleges, the 
Interdenominational Theological 
Center Seminary and the Atlanta 
University Center. ' 
In addition to the funding. stu-
dents who enroll in the programs 
- not only CAU students but 
those enrolled in universities and 
colleges in the university's consor-
tium - will be encouraged to 
apply for NOAA"s Cooperative 
Education programs. These will 
include internships, fellowships 
and student enhancement and 
employment opportunities during 
the summer. 
• 
• 
• 
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UGSA announces plans for Spring ts Festival 
By Vicki R. McGiii 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
• 
espite the lack of a 
quorum at the 
Undergraduate 
Student Assembly 
(UGSA), meeting, Tuesday 
evening a tentative calender of 
events for the Fifteenth Annual 
Spring Black Arts Festival was 
scheduled. 
The theme of this year's fes-
tival is ''Celebrations of the 
Revolution'' which will take 
place April 11-18, I ~93. 
This year's Spring Black 
Arts Festival will bring a week 
full of events. Some of the pro-
posed featured events include a 
poetry reading, play, fashion 
show, R&B concert, step show, 
and the UGSA signature Salute 
to Black Achievers Luncheon, 
which in previous years is 
reserved for the fall semester. 
The poetry reading will fea-
ture noted black Poet Sonya 
Sanchez. An opening poem ded-
icated to Sanchez will be written 
and read by a Howard student. 
The student reading the opening 
poem will be selected from the 
UGSA Poetry Reading Contest 
on Tuesday, March 16, 1993 at 7 
p.m. in the Hilltop Lounge of 
the Armour J, Blackbum Center. 
Currently, the site of the pic-
nic, a topic subject to great con-
troversy last year, is undecided. 
Locations under consideration 
include the Banneker Field and 
the Law School campus. Last 
year, event planners debated 
having the picnic on the 
University's main campus or on 
the Law campus for tighter 
security. 
. As an added attraction this 
'year the UGSA has included a 
Cabaret as part of the festivities. 
The step show is planned for a 
venue off campus. 
Also in the works are efforts 
to include Black Entertainment 
Television (BET) in the festivi-
ties with the hopes of including 
the festival in some of their pro- , 
' gr~rrung. 
Despite the missing quorum, 
those _ in attendance engaged in 
a heated discussion concerning 
the pa,agraph of the commen-
tary written by Ivan K. Hopkins 
("HUSA president says student 
body should 'ascend'," THE 
HILLTOP, Feb. 19), which 
commented on the performance 
of the General Assembly meet-
ing . 
The general consensus of 
those present was th.at the article 
• 
Rain storm brings 
inquiries on safety 
of ,,~.a~pus' buildings 
By Crystareetfy · .. · .. ' • · 
and Shanta Payne 
Hilltop Staff Writers 
Thursday's rain storm kept 
many from class '1;nd left others 
on campus assessing the dam-
ages. 
Everything from the uproot-
ed tree in front of the shuttle 
stop to the police line in front of 
the School of Business alerted 
students and faculty that the 
University's building structures 
may· not be able to weather the 
District's storms. 
After the storm, the entrance 
to the School of Business was 
blocked off for safety reasons . 
A small gap between the ceiling 
and the building structure had 
expanded which caused the ceil-
ing to sink. Although the exact 
cause of the lowered ceiling is 
sti ll under investigation, it is 
believed that last week's wind 
and rainstorm was the likely 
cause, said Larue Ba[kwell, an 
administrative officer in charge 
of the School of Business. 
"It didn't appear to be a life 
threatening situation , but for 
sake of precaution we called to 
have [the entrance] blocked off," 
Barkwell said. 
Meridian Hill dormitory also 
fell victim to the storm 's fury. 
J.. The torrential rains led to the 
caving-in of a ceiling as plaste'r 
fell into a room. 
According to Director Philip 
Artin of Planning and 
• 
Development, a number of fac-
tors contributed to t:be fallen 
plaster. General wear and tear, 
plumbing, heating problems and 
the fact that the structure is 55 
years old all contributed to the 
ceiling's weakness. However, 
Artin said occupants of Meridian 
Hill need not worry. 
'The problem is isolated to a 
very small area-only one room. 
Other studerits in Meridian have 
nothing to fear," Anin said . 
In addition, Artin adi;(ed that 
'exten s ive renovation s on 
Meridian are on the horizon . 
Renovations are scheduled to 
begin in six months. However, 
minor repairs will begin as early 
as thi s summer, which Will 
include window replacement 
and the installment of central air 
and heat. 
The C. B. Powell Building, 
which houses the School of 
Communications, also could not 
withstand the storm's brute 
force. Ceiling damages were 
reported throughout the building, 
especially on its second floor 
where panels had caved in and 
trash cans and pails were seen 
lining the floor to catch the con-
( ·alenrlt·r ol l-. 1,·111 , 
' 
'Y'Y'Y'Y'Y'Y'Y'Y'Y'Y'Y'Y'Y 
Sunday, April II 
The Call to Chapel 
Monday, April 12 
• Poetry Reading 
ruesday, April 13 
Play "What Ever Happened to 
Black Love'' 
Wednesday, April 14 
Yard Bazaar 
Musical Extravaganza 
Thursday, April 15 
Fashion Show 
Friday, April 16 
R & B Concert 
Acts TBA 
Saturday, April 17 
Picnic (Rain Date April 24th) 
Step Show 
Cabaret 
Sunday, April 18 
Salute to Black Achievers 
Luncheon 
photo by Chuck Emory 
Members of UGSA's Executive Committee set dates for annual Spring Black Arts Festival. 
Alumni Networking Reception 
Gospel Concen 
*tentative dates 
................................................ 
was written in ''poor taste." said. ''S imply because if he it, but let it fall by the way-
has much more .power.'' 
''The General Assembly has wants to do something, we (the side ... People just have to under-
1 van (HUSA Pre s iden t Iv an ' General Assemb ly) h"ave the stand that the Genera l Assembly 
Hopkin s) right here fin the power to simply say ' no.' is the suprem e whatever in 
palm of their hands) to the point '' I think that -what happened terms of stud ent gove rnment 
that ·they ca n push him to do in this case was that the here at Howard. So don't take it 
something as unprofessional and Constitution that he would like ~s though he did something bad 
in poor taste as he did," Kevin to have seen passed, the General to you. That's a ll he can do: 
The paragraph in question 
referred to General Assembly 
member's low attendance of 
schedu led meetings-identify-
ing some by position., and the 
inability of the body to reach a 
conce n sus on the proposed 
HUSA Constitution revisions . Bryan, undergraduate trustee. Asse1nbly net only didn't act on however, the General Assembly 
! 
' 
photos by Cherrelle Robinson 
Alter Thursday's rainstorm there were many structural casual-
ties found around campus. Pictured above is a tree adjacent 
to the shuttle stop and below is the School of C's ceilings. 
stant s tream of water leaking 
through. Such occurrences have 
led some students to question the 
building's safety. 
''Students shouldn't be in the 
building while work is being 
done. They should close the 
department · and make t~e 
repairs. It is unsafe for people to 
be walking around here . [The 
cei ling] can fall at any time," 
said Grace Jennings, a graduate 
mass communications student . 
Chairman of the Department 
of Journalism, Dr. Clint Wilson, 
said that over the past few years 
a number of requests have been 
made for a new roof. Yet, these 
requests have gone unanswered. 
Ed Pinkard of Phys ical 
Facilities said that pla.ns have 
been nlade for the School of 
Co 1nmuni cat ion s to receive a 
new roof once funding is 
approved by Presi dent Dr. 
Franklyn G. Jeni fer. 
• 
F. Alexis Roberson 
Politician/Entrepreneur 
By Margarethe DeVeaux 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
• 
When colleagues suggested that F. Alexis Roberson run against 
Charlene Jarvi s. her first thought was ''She's [Jarvis] too tough." But 
with the help of her brother. Tom Hammond, a Howard University grad-
uate, as her campaign manager, some determination and a ''grass roots'' ' 
program, in September 1992 Roberson nearly succeeded the 12 year 
incumbent for the office of Councilperson for Ward 4. She was shy just 
I 15 votes. 
Roberson, who graduated from Howard University in 1963 with a 
bachelor's degree in sociology and anthropology and who later received 
· a masters in education administration, has always been in the political 
arena. However, this was the first time she actually ran for office. 
A native of Aikens, S.C., Roberson served as Director of the 
Department of Parks and Recreation from 1980-1987, and she was the 
Director of the Department of Employment Services. Roberson has 
been recognized for her outstanding work in these depanments. 
' 'I have a day named in my honor, because I did many programs for 
the government and people ackno\vledged my work,'' Roberson said. 
In the midst of campaign chaos, Roberson was also opening her own 
business with her son Alan, who also claims Howard University as his. 
alma mater. Their company is the RR Management Consultants, Inc. 
The company does pro111otions. management training and management 
consulting. 
Meridian gets facelift after residents complain 
During her tenure at Howard, Roberson made her way through the 
pageant circle garnering the title of Miss .om.ega Psi Phi and first runner 
up to Miss Howard . But being ever conscious of her n~ighborhood, 
Roberson became actively in volved in comn1unity service through her 
church Metropolitan Baptist Church. 
''Howard has taught me so 111uch. Academically, I received a well-
rounded education. Socially. it opened me to many human personalities, 
which helped me to relate to others. 1 believe that in order to be success-
By Kavin Jenkins 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Thanks partly to a rallying of 
residents and resident leaders last 
semester, Meridian Hill Hall is 
now enjoying a host of changes 
and improvements. 
Each of the seven occupied 
floors is better illuminated now 
because of the installation of 
tubular, fluorescent ·lights. In 
addition new carpet has been laid 
down. 
At least one female resident 
had experienced the shower door 
being opened ·while she was in it. 
Every shower door now has been 
replaced with doors that have 
working locks, and each door 
opens and closes properly. 
A major complaint last semes-
ter was the existence of only one 
microwave for all residents to 
use. Not long after, President 
Franklyn G. Jenifer met with resi-
dents to reconcile problems and 
suggestions, and several new 
microwaves have been added. 
To further augment in-dorm 
cooking capabilities, kitchens 
were recently insta lled and 
became operational Sunday. They 
are on every odd numbered floor 
and are equipped with sinks, 
stoves, ovens and microwaves. 
In addition to the changes in 
facilities, the dorm has altered its 
entry system at the front door. A 
security card system, which is 
similar to the system used in the 
Howard Plaza Towers, has been 
implemented. · 
''It's a quick and easy way to 
get into the building, and it 
records who entered and at what 
time," Twila French, a Meridian 
desk receptionist, said. French 
.sa id she only wishes the cards 
,could be attached to a key chain 
to prevent stvdents from misplac-
ing them. 
lmprovements are not lim-
ited to the inside of the building. 
Outside, a concre te wa lk has 
been built that extends to the 
shutlle bus stop and shrubberies 
have been planted along the 
walkway. 
So1n e residents hope these 
changes are only the beginning to 
a better dorm. 
''The changes are coming 
along slowly but surely," said 
Kecia Baker, dorm council presi-' 
dent. Baker admits the improve-
ment work company has run into 
a few snags, but she has been 
assured by Dr. Steve Favors, vice 
president for studeftt affairs, of a 
financial commitment to 
Meridian. 
r 
ful, you have to know human nature:· • 
RobersOn continues to demonstrate her commitment by giving 
Howard her time. Currently, she's invol\'.ed with the Alumni task force 
of the College of Arts and Scienes. and she's a member of the Howard 
University Booster Club. 
''Because of Howard I feel I can compete with anybody," Roberson 
added. 
Corrections Box 
In the March 5, 1993 issue 
of The Hilltop, in a story titled 
"McCoy, Wade to ran-off" it 
was s tated that Susan W . 
Pickett was elected to the posi-
tion of treasurer of the School 
of Business Student Council. 
This was incorrect. Herman 
Warren was· elected to this 
position. We apo logize for 
any inconvenience that this 
error may havecaused. 
• 
• 
• 
( 
• 
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SPEAK@lln/' SPEAK@lln/' SPEAK@lln/' ansitional homes decrease 
' 
p., 
00 
Are you ~ boarder babies in hospitals 
Plannl•ng tO ~ By Valarie Williams . ever, is not rare. from 1991 when the total was as es to care for the other infants in ~ Hilltop Staff Writer Women most apt to abandon high as 70. The drop can be the nursery, White conunued. 
G ~ their babies are between the ages attributed to the opening of transi- After going through an appli-
t ~ p., 
00 
t. 
! p., 
00 
t 
00 
t 
• th ~ Their mothers are often hard- of 25-35. Five to ten percent of tional homes around the city, cation, orientation and training v 0 te zn e 00 drug users who abandon them and the mothers who abandon their White said. process, volunteers are responsi-
. . .,, leave them to Jive in Howard babies are depressed about past Transitional homes like the hie for bathing, feeding and 
University Hospital. These inno- failed relationships. Little Blue House, The Chi changing the boarder babies as 
cent infants are known as Boarder ''Our boarder babies are· not · Center, the Helping Children well as play with them and take 
Babies. associated with marriage," White Grow House and the Family and them for walks. Volunteers, who 
A boarder baby is defined as a said, adding that all of the mothers Child Services House helped to must be at least 16, are required to 
election ? of boarder babies at the Hospital decrease the number of boarder spend an average of 6-8 hours a baby who remains in the hospital thus far, have been single parents. week with the boarder babies. although he has no medical prob- ''Some dads have stepped in to babies living in area hospitals by Jessica · Arneson, a 
!ems and is ready to be dis - take care of their children, providing a temporary home for Communications Psychology 
charged. though," she added. these abandoned infants. major at George Washington 
"Y ] I t Boarder bab1·es remain in the At the moment, however, the . ·a1 
es, p an to VO e G The primary reason for aban- number of boarder babies in hos- University and potenb volunteer 
because I think student ~ hospital for one of three reasons: donment among black women is at the Hospital, said that all 
governn1ent is important ~ 
and (the election) gives ~ 
us students a legitimate $ii 
way in which we can .§ 
express our concerns to .~ 
the university." 00 
no parents have visited the child · · pitals is beginning to rise because babies deserve a strong emotional economic instability, White wrote 
· th h · t I d tt t t many of the transitional homes are b k d the in e osp1 a an a e1np s o in an article published in the full. ac groun , so y can grow up 
contact the parents have been . . J healthy. 
Christian Social Acuon ( une. The LOST INCH Program was • 
unsuccessful; the hospital does not ''I see children as our future, ' 
have the pemrission of the parents 1990). started in 1988 when it was recog- Arneson said. 
A typical boarder baby has nized that the boarder babies were to release the child to relatives 
been exposed to alcohol, nicotine, taking up beds that would have 
who want the child or the hospital · h d d h · 
cocaine, met a one an ero1ne otherwise been used for new believes that the parent(s) i"s not h' I · · th • b A 
w 1 e 1n its mo er s worn · s a admissions. Since then, White 
able to care for the child. 
Shannon Evans, a ·freshman 
Television Production major, who 
is still going through the applica-
tion process recognizes the beauty 
in volunteering. • 
! 
Ed Sanders 
Junior, Political Science 
This last reason is very rare. 
according to Davene White, an 
advanced registered nurse with 
special training in newborn care 
and progra1n director for The 
Long Stay Infants and Children 
Program. the LOST INCH 
Program for short. 
has trained more than 200 volun-
teers. However, only about 5 or 6 
have been c;:onsistent. 
''The only thing that I can give· 
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"[ plan to do it because 
I'n1 interested in who's . 
in charge of the 
school." 
Ron Young 
Sophomore, 
Civil Engineering 
• 
"I plan to vote because 
we need a change. 
I'm voting for Terri 
Wade and Reginald X 
because it's time for a 
change. Everyone 
should be getting·a fair 
chance.'' 
Carlena Mitchell 
Junior, 
Broadcast Journalism 
" I think everyone 
should vote. You 
should be concerned 
with what's going on 
in the school. It pisses 
me off when people 
who are getting ready 
to graduate don't 
vote." 
Timike Lane 
Junior, History 
"I think it's important 
for students to partici-
pate in the government 
processes when they 
can. It's only fair, if 
they're going to com-
plain, that they should 
have voted." 
Angela Phipps 
Senior, 
Music Education 
"Yes, I plan to vote 
because I think the 
student body needs to 
·get more ·involved ·in 
the selection process 
~ of our leaders on cam-~. ' pus." 
Treva Coates 
, .. 
.Freshman, Nursing 
' 
compiled by Larry W. Brown photos by Michael Harris 
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Abandonment· of babies. how-
By Lisa Blevins 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Black meo have often been 
accused of never revealing their 
true feelings iJl(l not knowing 
how to · communicate. The ~ African M.en's Development 
Group, a forum in Meridian Hill 
Hall , strives to prove tho se 
assumptions wrong. 
Every Tuesday between 9 and 
11 p.m. the group di scusses any 
problems facing black men in 
college. 
' 'This forum is not an outlet. 
It is a toll for change, which 
begins with the individual," 
Chester Marshall , the group's 
initiator, said. 
In a proposal to Reverend 
Mendenhall, dorm director of 
Meridian, and William Keene, 
Dean of the Office of Residence 
Life, Marshall outlined the pur-
pose of the group. 
''The singular mission of the 
group is to promote competence, 
confidence and consciousness 
' 
through a process of intentional-
ly introducing to these young 
men the qualities, attributes and 
responsibilities that are neces-
sary to identify as an African-
American man," he stated. 
Marshall said the idea for the 
group developed from his obser-
vation of the young men' s 
behavior in Meridian. He refuses 
to sit by and let these young men 
continue to uphold images por-
trayed through the 1nedia and 
held by society, he said. 
Realizing that he needed the 
input of other students, Marshall 
gathered six young men to serve 
as the Advisory Council Board 
to outline the goals and deal with 
possible problems of the group. 
''The board's duties include 
motivating attendance, establish-
ing ideas and the agenda and 
serving as mediators during 
meetings," Hope Maswoswe, a 
junior majoring in marketing and 
serving on the board, said. 
The members are not required 
to be resident~ of Meridian. 
''AttendanJS are only required 
to come prepared for serious-
ness,'' Marshall said. 
Hassan · Karim, a junior 
majoring in electrical engineer-
''That's kind of sad," White 
said, adding that some volunteers 
often start out very eager in the 
beginning, but overextend them-
selves. 
Volunteers are essential co the 
Hospital because they allow ours-
is the only thing that I can get, and 
that's love," Johnson said. 
White said that she is in love 
with the boarder babies. 
"I feel that babies are a pre· 
cious resource and how we nur-
ture them and care for them can 
determine their future," she said. 
ing and a member of the board, 
said. 
According to some Meridian 
residents, the group is having a 
positive effect. 
dent, said. 
According to Marshall, who 
is currently pursuing his Ph.D in 
clinical psychology, the group 
aspires to serve as a link between 
group does not penalize him if . 
he misses a meeting and has 1 given him some direction. 
' . 
''Many of my male friends 
have become nicer and more 
polite since joining the 
Development Group,'' Michelle 
Jackson, a junior majoring in 
pharmacy and a M~ridian resi -
boyho~d and m~~~ ~~ lett1n,& . 
the young rrien open up_ and. 
freely expressing what they 
would normally suppress. 
Howard Lee, a fre shman 
majoring in COBIS, sa id the 
.''The group has helped put 
things into perspective and helps 
me understand my purpose as a 
.black man," Lee said. 
Marshall said he wants to use 
the group in Meridian as 
a pilot before establishing any 
more groups at other dorms. 
• 
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THESE ARE THE NEW POLL 
LOCATIONS FOR 
THE 
RUN-OFF ELECTION 
MARCH 17,1 993 
BLACKBURN 
' 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
' 
CHEMISTRY 
DOUGLASS HALL 
• 
SCHOOL OF 
COMMUNICATIONS 
ENGINEERl.NG 
FINE ARTS 
SCHOOL OF LAW 
EACH POLLING LOCATION WILL HAVE I BOOTH 
• 
l 
• 
I 
I 
• 
• 
' 
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Benjamin Banneker Model Academic Senior High School 
Across from the 
School of Business sits an 
inner-city miracle. 
Benjamin Banneker Model 
Academic Senior High 
School, at firsl glance, 
appears rather unimpress ive 
sitting as a three nearly 
square brick building. But a 
cursory u
1
nderstanding of its 
inner mach'inations trans-
forms the viewer's percep-
tion from a simple structure 
to a beast lying with the 
head of a man and the body 
of a lion. 
In 1981 Banneker 
was created to provide a 
''model academic'' environ-
ment in .. which the school 
population would be S{tlall , 
the classfoom sizes manage-
a b I e and the work load 
heavy, the 'primary mission 
being to gear students (@ 99 
percent Black) for college 
study. Also, an inculcation 
of ''family'' valu~s and ethics 
have been weaved throug h 
the program until finally, the 
ribbon of 'family ' has been 
tied around the bundle to 
make it a cohesive mix. 
These efforts have 
paid off beyond any of its 
founders' expectations. For 
example, out of last year's 
graduating class of 97, 97 
have gone to co ll ege. 
Further, th ey did not just 
·go' to co lleg_e. but rather 
went with a combined class 
total of 2.5 million dollars in 
scholarships. 
For Banneker, last 
yea r 's c lass is not unique. 
Since it opened, Banneker 
has had a college acceptance 
rate of between 95 and 100 
percent. It has launched 
itself to na ti ona l statu s by· 
being named as a '"'Blue 
Ribbon'' school. This is a 
distinction conferrecj by the 
presi-dent of the United 
States who ranks Banneker 
as one of the top high 
schools in the nation. All of 
this in just a few years. 
In the midst of all of 
thi s success comes-a possi-
. ble order to close or merge 
Banneker with another high 
school . Critics have charged 
Banneker as an ''underuti-
lized" school. Some have 
even gone so far as to say 
that Banneker is an ''e litist'' 
sc hool where only the 
smartest (Black) students 
attend, thus making the other 
area high schools look bad. 
Obviously these 
attacks on the school's pur-
pose and character are dan-
gerous attempts to lessen the 
school' s reputation for suc-
cess. Banneker could not 
possibly be an ''underuti-
lized" school since it is per-
forming exactly.as it ha s 
been mandated with the col-
lege preparatory education 
of a smal!er high school size 
- 400 as opposed to 4,000. 
Also, the school population 
is housed in a smaller former 
junior hi gh school and cur-
rently uses about 90 percent 
of all its floor space. 
Underutili zed? 
Despite the many 
myths to th e contrary, 
Banneker is nor made up 
enti rely of academically elite 
(Black) students. A careful 
review of any freshman 
class's junior high sc hool 
transcripts will often reveal 
mediocre performance, espe-
c i a 11 y on the part .. ot· the 
young Black males. In this, 
Banneker has developed a 
keen eye for potent_ial says 
Ted Cummings, a Banneker 
alumnus ( 1988). Also, its 
educators, like Principal 
Lynette Adams, have real-
ized that it does not just train 
Black students to go to col-
lege, but it offers an environ-
ment conducive to study 
through positive competition 
amongst students and char-
acter building through its 
mandatory community ser-
vice program and constant 
reinforcement of ethics, val-
ues and self-confidence. 
These measures have 
propelled several of its stu-
dents into national promi-
nence before ever leaving 
Banneker's arms. The 
school's success is no acci-
dent. It has very little turn-
over rate amongst its teach-
ers and staff~ 
.. 
In short, Banneker 
works. It has drawn students 
from all over the metropoli-
tan area· from varying back-
grounds, cultures, and eco-
nomic levels, and have given 
them the tools necessary to 
succeed. To date, college 
graduates from Banneker are 
entering every profession 
imaginable including medi-
c1 ne , engineering, law, 
teaching, etc. In the words 
of Principal Adams, 
"Banneker has earned the 
right to exist.'' 
Perhaps the sc hool 
board of the District of 
Columbia, Superintendent 
Franklin L. Smith in particu-
lar, should take note of the 
city's predicament if 
Banneker is forced to close. 
If the successful future of 
Black students in 
Washington is not a priority, 
· what then does the future 
hold for this city? 
The Great Campus Stirring 
. . - - . - -· - - . 
Lamar Washington 
has caused quite a stir wi th 
his frank comments about 
black and white male and 
female re lation ship s. The 
editors have heard everything 
in response from '' I'm look-
ing for the brother!'' to ''my 
poor misguided brother." 
Therefore, we thought it 
appropriate to allow the 
Howard comm unity to 
respond in a big way to the 
issues Mr. Washington has 
presented. 
We mu st stress that 
our interest in this subject is 
in no way intended to be a 
character assassination or 
type of revenge for the opin-
ions expressed. Rather, we 
hope that this responsible, 
articu"late airing of emotion 
will serve as. a boost for fur-
ther positive discussion on the 
issues that we as black men 
and women face everytjay. 
Truth be told, many of 
~ us still hold on to the ancient 
schi sms and racist attitudes 
concerning skin color, hair 
texture and physique that 
have been used to classify us 
by our former European slave 
masters. We do not need 
white America to denounce 
us; we do a great job of that 
ourselves. Mr. Washington 
was clearly exemplifying 
some of these same attitudes 
in his commentary. In his 
• 
. 
case it was detrimental 
because he is a black man and 
will soon leave Howard as a 
representative of our race ; 
however, because Washington 
is a young man, we recognize 
that he has some maturing to 
do. Not to worry, though. 
This university is renowned 
for broadening narrow per-
spectives. 
We urge all enlight-
ened Howard students who 
deal with the Lamar 
Washirigtons of this institu- · 
tion not to rebuke, but to take 
in, strengthen filid love. If the 
women who spoke so elo-
quently on thi s week's 
Commentary page are sin-
cere, they will loose their 
anger and embrace this man 
as a brother. 
Many of us have pos-
sessed some of the same atti-
tudes but have since rescinded 
in favor of the truth of the 
beauty of our people. Surely, 
the diversity of our people is 
our strength. Our hair, skin 
colors, lips, thi~hs, legs and 
hips are complements of the 
gifts of our Creator. We can-
not allow the ancient exploits 
of slavery, Jim Crowism, the 
media, and ''modern-day'' 
(i.e., white and skinny) stan-
dards of beauty dictate how 
we see ourselves. Given 
these standards, we will never 
match-up. We should instead 
• 
love ourselves as we are . 
Further, we should remember 
that it is our very attributes 
that have allowed us to excel 
in nearly every kind of sport 
and work imaginable. Also, 
we have more than proven 
that we have the intellectual 
capacity to delve into every 
kind of scientific and non-sci-
entific expression of ideas. 
As far as our treat-
ment of one another, admit-
tedly, we have some work to 
do. Black men need to be 
careful not to entrap black 
women in the roles offered by 
this societY that are often 
chauvinistic, discriminatory 
and impossible to duplicate 
given our tradition, history 
and culture. Black women 
need to be careful not to 
assign or define ''manhood'' 
and all the responsibilities 
therein fof black men. Black 
manhood should not be 
assessed by material posses-
sions, looks, attitudes or a call 
"just to say I love you." 
Instead, we should 
love one another in the true 
sense of the word (i.e. 
patience, understanding, hon-
esty, friendship, respect aild 
protection), and work hard 
with one-another to escape 
the trappings of this society 
which have led most of us to 
attend this institution, Howard 
University. 
~ me11<1 we ""'1e to 
:10 a11 that l""'° ~ qe\ 
e\eclcd? / 
/I.re 'fO" crez~?u.Je iust 
1113\'<e ~o"''!><!a ~he'I 
u>11nNI \\~r. 11nd t'1cl\ once 
...ie-'re e1ecte.o---
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Letter to the Editor 
On March 7, the Howard 
niversity Cheerleaders won the 
1992- 93 Mid-Eastern Athletic 
ConkmJce (MEAC) Cheerleaders 
Competition. But as they rose to 
success, they failed to im~. 
For the first time this sea-
son. the University's cheerleaders 
worked together to come up with 
strong and creative routines. They 
rocked the judges with enough ghet-
to dancing and strong moves to get 
the crowd's attention and the points. 
They nailed all their stunts, which 
made the difference between a first 
and second place victoiy. With the 
help of the crowd's participation, 
which they received solely from a 
few rm!tllbers of the Soul Squad and 
friends from the University, the 
cheerleaders rose to bring home the 
gofd,., AlthOU~ it w8'-a pleasant 
ending to a long weekend, for the 
cheerleaders, their victory brought 
smiles to few faces. From their 
departure at 4:00 a.m. on March 4 to 
the arrival home on March 7 ar 6:00 
p.m., the closOt door was temporarily 
thrown open. 
Unfortunately, a few rotten 
apples spoil the entire bunch and this 
was the case with the squad. As a 
result of actions made by certain 
individuals on the cheering squad, 
the University's reputation in 
Noifotk and Vllginia Beach has been 
irreparably damaged. The fimiles at example of the behavior (that can 
the Univenily are alr1'ady coosid· only be described as raunchy) t1Ja1i 
ered stuck up and easy. klOk place during the MEAC. 
Unfortunately, some of the people Another incidtnt relJl!<d by 
dtal are sent out by the ""1ool to rep- a clv::ti!<a r1er involved a few of 
resent it fit dtal description. being the highlight of a party held · 
Noled incidents began Norfolk, where they removed meirl 
upon depanure from Cramton tops and proceeded to ''!!bake whlllj 
Auditorium. Everything from · .their mamas gave them'' in thei 
''holier than thou'' attirudes to blatant b!"'ds, while holding guys heads to 
misconduct was common place otherpartsoftheirbodies. 
behavior on chis rrip. The cheerleaders were 
The MEAC. which began nothing sho1t of an embanassment 
as an excifi!ig new adventure. quick- to the University. When all is said 
ly tw:ned into a nighunare for the and done, lhese people are the ones 
travelers when the cheering squad that represent the students a~ay 
[engaged in] childish remarks, disre· from the Mecca. However, the 
spectful attitudes and disruptive blame is not to be placed on the 
behavior that threaten the entire cheering squad because [all o 
University·s reputation over and · th'em did not engage in negative 
over again. behavior]; yet as a unit., the resroosi-
On Friday. more com- bility (of their actions) should be 
plaltim ~elt ~ ro :flllll9'6JI §1111111 i\ie~ · 
and cheerleaderi; """ll" pi-~111 .iq ,~.tpe cheerlead_ers 
floor. Then, the hotel to may have ..:6n fM' MEAC champi· 
say that if the chaperones did not onship but until they learn a little 
exercise control, everyone involved appreciation for this institution and 
with the University would have to the Shvients that attend it., they have 
leave. lost more than they will ever know. 
A member of the cheering 
squad was obseived by a member of 
the Soul Squad and friend asking a 
fellow cheerleaders' if he bad ever 
had his toes sucked before. When 
she received a negative response, she 
then picked up his foot and proceed-
ed to suck his big toe. This is an 
The writers a1·e Kare11 Watki11s, a 
sophomore "i11 ihe School o 
Cofftmunicatio11s, a11d Mic/1elle 
Ho11stoli , a sopho111ore i11 the 
College of Arts., a1ul Sciences. 
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In Response to ''Black With White: Why Not?'' 
Advice for Lamar Washington Errors o You 
Melanie Alston who see white women as better, rituals do have some European · Erl"'-D. ~.-...- · •• =';ii~i... .. 
"" ,,_.....,., msny•rs r,ltlm'tyoa,-llii1a 
more attractive or easier to date. undertones and origins, but that -., 
.... _ 
Your article created quite 
a stir. Many of the sisters are angry 
and upset with your commentary; 
however, I didn't fit into this cate-
gory. I a:in disappointed with your 
point of view because I feel that it 
is unfortunate that you feel this 
way. However, there were some 
things yo u did not take into 
account. I hope you accept this let-
ter. not as 1na1e-bashing, but as con-
structive criticism from a sister to a 
brother. 
This (attitude) is a hindrance to our isn't necessari ly the case now. 
coming together as a people. As Moreover, it shou ld not be an 
long as we have this g'ap, we will excuse for you to tum away from 
have trouble building trusting rela- us. 
tionships, and consequenlly, we will I think it i& fallacious to 
equate the advancements of educa-
tional and employment opportuni-
ties gai ned by African Americans 
with the ''opportunity'' for you to 
date white women. l do not intend 
to start dating white men simply 
because some black men don't 
respect black women and treat us 
right. I will try to meet my brothers 
halfway. This doesn't mean that I 
will cater to all of my man's desires 
or give him every1hing he wants; 
yet. it does mean that I will encour-
age, support and argue wi1h hin1 
when necessary. But 1nost i1npor-
tantly, I will love him. I think many 
of my sisters feel the san1e way. 
I thi~k you' re approaching 
the subject from the wrong perspec-
tive. You should not feel pressured 
to date black women. It should be 
an honor and a pleasure for_ you to 
date us. If you don't consider it an 
honor, you may be choosing the 
wrong women for the wrong rea-
sons. 
Don't confuse apprecia-
tion with adoration or respect with 
worship. Just because a women 
makes you feel like a king, that 
doesn't mean that she has your best 
interests at heart. We find comfort 
wi1h those who agree with us, but 
we find growth among those who 
don' t. Regardless of their color, 
please don't shy away from women 
who will tell you what you need to 
fiear instead of what you want to 
hear. 
I don't think that all of 
your sisters want to destroy your 
love fo r the lady in your life . . What 
many (black women) may question 
are the motives behind your prefer-
ence. I 1ake issue with my brothers 
have difficulty building strong fam-
ilies. 
I have no problrm with 
the natural union of race s. 
However, although love is color 
blind, most of us (even though we 
may not admit it) are not. I like 
seeing colors . ..,I have always 
believed that a rairlbow is beautiful 
because of its distinct colors. In 
some sections of the rainbow, the 
colors do meld together, but this is 
the exception, rather than the nonn. 
The overall effect of a rainbow is 
created by the speci fic beauty of 
each color, existing alone. but pre-
sented together in harmony. 
Therefore, do not confuse preserva-
tion of the rainbow with racial 
hatred. 
Black women have many 
hair textures, (skin ) shades and 
(hair) styles- to imply that there is 
only one way to be black or only 
one way to express black beauty is 
limiting. It is narrow-minded to 
think of black women with long or 
straight hair as imitations of white 
women. Sure, some black women 
have long hair, but I don'1 think it's 
because they are trying to emulate 
Eurocentric standards. African 
American women have the freedom 
of style that is inimitable. Many of 
these styles are grounded in cultural 
traditions. Sure, a few black beauty 
If you're looking for the 
ansv.1er as to why you don't have a 
black woman in your life or wl1y 
black 1nen and women ca n not 
con1e together, I thi11k you need to 
s1an by look ing withir1. And when 
. you do turn that discerning eye to 
others, open your eyes to encom-
pass everyone and not just a few 
stereotypes. Then. when you stan 
10 judge ·us, your siste rs. use an 
open 1nind and an open heart. Only 
then will you find the answers to 
your questions. Only then will you 
notice that the woman that you're 
looking for is probably \valking 
past you everyday. 
Tl1e 1i·riter f.}· afresl1111a11. 
No substitute for the real th,ingl 
' . Felicia CraWforc;I mo~e ~m feel like queens? 
Incensed, stunned, 
and just plain angry is the 
best way to describe how I 
felt after reading the article 
in last week's Hilltop: "Black 
with White: Why not?n It 
was absolutely incredible to 
me how a young black man 
could write some of the most 
ignorant lies· about black 
women that I have ever seen! 
Let me begin by saying that 
I"m not trying to suggest that 
this young man is either stu-
pid or dimwitted; I assume 
that since be was accepted to 
'Howard l.]niversity, he has at 
least some type of intelli-
gence. However, it occurs to 
me that other men might be 
having these same misdirect-
ed feelings, and I feel that it 
is my duty as a proud black 
woman to put such myths to -
rest. 
perhaps you were too busy 
tblnldn11 about yourself and 
your lack of royal treatment, 
Perbapa your white girlfriend 
lets you treat her in a less 
than dignified manner, and 
lbenlfono her lack of respect 
for her1elf makes you fell 
better about your relation-
ablp. Pertooally, I feel that if 
a man treated me with 
reapect, if be is honest and 
sincere, and if be does what 
he says he's going to do, he 
deserves the best treatment in 
the world. However, please 
do not mistake my kindness 
for weakhess~ because you 
will soon discover that is not 
the case! 
I feel that I must once 
and for all dispose of the 
ridiculous myth that Black 
women want to be like white 
women. We do not!!! Our 
r- consists of some of the 
most beautiful and majestic the author complained 
that the sisters he dated never 
made him feel like a kill&. To 
that I respond: did you ever 
· African-American women; 
women such as Dorothy 
Hoiahts, Oprah Winfrey, and 
______ .:Pb~ cia Rasbaad. WI\ in 
the world would we ever 
want to be like anyone else? 
I will not even waste my time 
by attempting to explain to 
you why we ''fry OUJ' hair'' as 
you call it, or wear exten· 
sions. If you do not under-
stand by now, maybe yollj 
should try talking to some of 
the sisters around campus and 
see \\'hat they have to say. 
I wish I could lalk to 
this young man personally. 
and others like him who seem 
to have some sort of bitter-
ness against black women. 
My suggestion for you is to 
talk to some positive blaclo 
woman in your life such as 
your mother. (I' rn sure she 
would be more than happy to 
tell you her views on your 
opinions). Finally. Mr. 
Washington, you must realize 
that in order for us to treat 
you like a king, )'ou must first• 
learn to love your woman: 
the black woman. 
The Author is a Junior major~ 
Ing in political science. 
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Editor's Note: 
The Editors at The Hilltop appreciate all fo the submissions on the article 
."Black With White: Why Not?". Unfortunately, we have not been able to llSe 
all of the commentaries, but we hope that the Howard OOl•ummity is P1-l 
with our efforts to present your opinions and feelings on t:hi$ matter. 
The HU/top Edilors 
Black ~en, Stop Settling for Less 
Kendra M. Johnson 
This commentary i s 
written in respon se to the 
con1m'entary by Lamar 
Washing1on entitled, "B lack 
Wilh White: Why not?". 
Many black men who 
have caugh1 1he "fever", claim 
they have tri ed to date black 
women, but we do not "appre-
ciate, respect, or stick by 
them" as white women do . 
They also c laim that we have 
" 
attitudes" and we make them 
feel "unworthy of our love". I 
agree, some black women who 
don ' t know h ow to love a 
black man "fit this b ill", but 
do not be deceived. For every 
immature and insecure black 
woman, there i s a black 
woman who know s how to 
give a black man the Jove he 
deserves. Don't be a fool and 
continue to try to court young 
black women who are any-
thing less than "together" -~ 
leave th ose messy women 
alone. If you are the fool who 
constan tl~ gets caug ht up in 
relationsh ips with triflin g 
black women , you better 
check yourself, because 1n y 
· bruthas, the company that you 
keep is a direct reflection of 
the man in the mirror. 
For those young black 
men who haven 't yet found a 
Nubian princess to love, be 
patient. Love is for the swift 
and the strong. There i s a 
woman, a black woman, who 
will love you like no other 
woman can. 
Many black men(and 
wo1nen) aren't prepared for 
the heartache or pain in rela-
tionships , and when the road 
gets rocky, they jump the 
fence because they think that 
the "grass is g reener on the 
other s ide". Thi s is not so. Jn 
love, everybody's p;1ths c ross 
thi s same rocky road. This is 
w h y it is important to share 
your life with someone w ho 
can relate 'to you, and be 
empathetic during every hard-
\ 
shi p that you are faced with. 
I f you are a black man , this 
, 
means sharing your life with a 
b lack woman because only 
she can understand the oppres-
sio n , discrimination, and 
depression that her black man 
mu s 1 face . (Since when do 
white wo1nen understand 
being oppressed?) 
Yes, white men once 
lynche? black men for dating 
white women, but don't think 
that those feelings have 
c hanged. 11· you, a black man, 
are dating a white woman, you 
better believe that there is a 
white man somew here who 
wants to lynch you too. There 
is nothing new under the sun, 
except that in 1993, the white 
man has so many oter ways to 
stea l, kill, and destroy you--
the black man. 
As far as us, Black 
people, being " happy to be 
able to even be seen socializ-
ing with whites in public," 
this is a basic ritght that was 
due to black people long 
before it was granted. The 
freedom of choosing where to 
live , work, ~hop or even who 
to socia li ze with is not a privi -
lege , it is a right . So, my 
bruthas, do not be fooled into 
thinking that white people are 
happy to socialize with black 
people, or even that the white 
man has given the black race 
anything. especiall y not the 
opportunity to progress; he 
never has, and he never will. 
If you a black man, 
end up marring a white 
• 
woman, it is on ly because in 
you 'heart, you didn 't want to 
marry a black woman. (Don 't 
think that it is because black 
women have failed you) . No 
one will say that you didn't try 
to bring a black woman into 
your life ; they will say tht you 
tried but you decided to settle 
for less, your whtie woman. 
The author is a freshman in 
the School of Communications 
I 
• 
Language, from A 1 
of Ifie student counc1I. ''I'm 
l1appy they chose a subject 
that' s just not l@liitive to their 
department, but to all depart-
1nents, and everyone is inter-
ested in such a topic ." 
Although the panel was 
designed to address the lan-
guage's legitimacy, panelists 
spent the majority of their time . 
debating what it should be 
called. 
· According to Dr. Richard 
Wright, a professor in the 
department of Human 
Communication Studies, what 
we know as Black English 
should actually be called Black 
Language. "The concept of 
. Black English must be expand-
ed to include all the languages 
that we encounter," he said. 
Bonita Williams Cooper, 
\Vho is see king a dOctoral 
degree in organizational com-
n1u11ication, agreed with thi s 
co11cept . 
''B lack English is too con-
fining . Black Langtiage i s 
1.11ore appropriate," she said.' 
·· it 111akes it comparable to the 
la11gt1ages of other peoples. '' 
As chai rpe r son of the 
depart n1 e 11t , of Human 
Co1nmu nication Sciences and 
Disorders, Dr. Noma Anderson the District of Columbia, told 
emphasized tl1e i111portp11ce of the same stories that she tell s 
differentiating betwe~n com- to children to explain how we 
municatio11 disorders and com- can use different characters yet 
munication differences. remain who we are. 
Since black students were ''We can flow from culture 
bused to white schools during to culture ," added LeGall, a 
the s ixties, there was a Jot of Howard alumna. ''Make things 
misdiagnosi s a11d misplace - work for you. Use [Black 
111ent of students, according to English} as a key and a tool. It 
Anderson. Because those ren - doesn't make you any less to 
dering the diagnosi s did not . move in and out of languages." 
understand the language f:?r ,' However, Wright warned 
culture of the s tudents, they • students to be leery of the 
asserted that there was some- : prevalent misconception 
thing wrong with black stu- · between language and cultural 
dents because of their speech. identification. 
"Either African Americans She said that there is a 
spoke that way because we 
were anatomically incorrect 
[or] ... because of cultural 
deprivation," Anderson said. 
Students attending the 
forum agreed with the pan -
elists' assessments . 
''I felt comfortable with and 
understood what Noma 
Anderson was saying. If you 
do not understand our cu lture, 
how can you call what black 
people speak is wrong?'' said 
Lateef Fowler, a so phomore 
majoring in crin1inal justice. 
Maxine LeGall, a professor 
in the department of 
Communication Arts and 
Sciences at the University of. 
belief that '' . . . if you don't 
speak Black English, you have 
somehow disconnected from 
yourself and/or the community, 
which is not true.'' 
• • Coming from Howard's 
department of Human 
Communication Studies, Dr. 
Debyii Thomas focused ori· 
body la n guage as well a s 
speech in communication. She 
justified the u se of the term 
' 'Black Language." 
Thomas said, ''Our com-
munication is not just a talk, 
but also a walk . Black Engli sh 
implies on ly talk ." 
Contestations from A 1 presidential candidate o n the 
opposing slate, while making it 
-------------look as if Wayne Smith-
that if you' re going to make McKenzie was the presidential 
rul es, you should be responsi- -· candidate on h is s lat e since 
b le eno ugh to fol low them . I Smith-McKenzie comes before 
don "t want a recount or even a Watley, the former candidate 
second election. This is ju s t explained. 
Committee last year and feels 
nothing was done to prevent 
the situation from occurring 
this year. 
''I asked the Committee to 
extend the poll closing until 9 
p.m., to allow the 7:40 p.m.- 10 
p .m . class participants (about 
150 students) to have time to 
vote," Holmes wrote in his 
contestation . 
about accountability," Story ''The margin of victory was 
said. · not enor1nous. That difference 
Not all o f the contestations 
;_1ddress ed th e ca1npai g n fli e r 
J<;Sue. 
A so pho1nore, Matthew 
Wt1 Ll ey a nd George Holme s, 
\vl10 is a graduate student, con-
tc <.;t ecl elec tion s on very diffe r-
c 111 gr(lL1r1ds. · 
\Vitl1 <I s late of four othe r 
'ca11did<1tes, Watley ran for pres-
ide11t of the College of Arts and 
Scie11ces. Everyone on the slate 
\von, except Watley. He attrib-
u1ed his loss to the alphabetical 
:1rr:111ge111e nt of the candidates 
on the bal lot. 
''A t the speak out, we held 
s late ve rsus s late debates. We 
were recognized as two sepa-
rate s late s. So, I can ' t under-
s tand why the ballots were not 
set lip in the sa me way," 
W:11 ley sa id , 
Watley a~ded that the ballot 
created confusion, He said the 
ba llo t looked as if he was the 
could be att ributed to voters' 
1nisunclers ta 11d i11g abo ut the 
s lates," Watley s a id . He i s 
cal ling fo r a rt1n -off electio11 
betwe e11 him self a ild v i c tor 
S n1ith-McKenzie. 
George Ho l111es . a student in 
the School of Di\1ir1ity. contests 
th at the poll hours do not 
accotnmodate gracluate s tu -
dents· school a11d \vork sched-
ules. 
For the second consecutive 
year, Holmes ran :ind los t his 
bid for graduate trus tee . 111 the 
contestation, which he submit-
ted to THE HILLTOP, Holmes 
wrote: 
''The Elec tion Com1nittee 
se lec ted voter times that were 
universally skewed ftgainst the 
graduate student s of the School 
of Divinity , t l1e 111ajority of 
whom are evening studen ts." 
Holn1es said he e xpressed 
these concerns to the Elections 
He added that more than 50 
Divinity students were trying to 
vote when the polls c losed. 
Holmes said that he could have 
won if those votes had not been 
excluded. 
Other contestations were 
also more specific than com-
plaints regarding flier s. A 
four-hour meeting to rectify the 
disputes was held Wednesday. 
The contestations in regards to 
fliers have already been settled, 
according to Smith. She said, 
however, that the other com-
plaints had no specific formula 
that could be followed for their 
rectification . The next step 
would be a n appeal to the 
Gene ral Assembly, but Smith 
added that it is too complicated 
to say w h at will take place 
betwee n now and the run-off 
e lections on Wednesday, March 
17. 
eorgetown 
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C Co111Inissioner Lobbies for 
• 
increased Neighborhood involvem.ent 
By Thomya Hogan 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Barbara Young has 
been a resident of the 
Brightwood community for 32 
years. while she has been active 
in the co1111nuni1 y for a decade . 
ijuring the last four, she served 
as a co1n111i ss io11er for the 
Advi sor y Neighborhood 
Co111111i s.<> ion t'or Bright\vood. 
She knows Brightwood 
well and s ay s that ' it ha s 
cha11ged drasti cally since she 
first n1oved here. 
''Brightwood used to be 
a mani c ured c it y.'' she said . 
'' You didn ' t see debris any-
where and neighbors were 
frie ndl y. watc hful and polite ." 
Acco rding to Young, 
the c ha nge in the area came 
with l he r io ts in the 1960s . 
During 1hi s 1in1e , there was an 
influx · o f people fro1n other 
areas 1ha1 ca1ne to Brightwood. 
'' It was duri~ the riots 
that people i11 thi s area saw the 
Cha11 gc con1i11g. They wanted 
to scree 11 the people who were 
moving [so they could] get the 
ri ght type o f, or the right kind 
o f people that you wo uld want 
to li\1e 11ex t door. So1ne people 
sa id . ·No. everyo ne nee ds a 
pl ace to li.ve ' ·· s he said . 
" Aro und 1970. the inOux reall y 
star1ed because people started 
co1n i11g in fro 111 o ther areas of 
to w11 an d that brought 
cha11 ges:· 
In 1976, the Advisory 
Neighborhood Commissions 
were started under section 738 
of the Home Rule Charter. 
Located on Kennedy Street, 
Brightwood's ANC (ANC 4-D) , 
like other ANCs, is an advisory 
board made up of residents who 
. are elected by residents of the 
community. The purpose of the 
ANCs are to advise the govern-
• 
''You didn't see 
debris anywhere 
and neighbors 
were friendly, 
watchful and 
polite.'' 
n1ent on policy issues affecting 
the community. 
'' We are th e liai son 
between the D.C . government 
and constituents, which are the 
re sidents:' Yo ung said . ' 'As a 
con1munity, we ha ve to s tart 
working together to cut do wn 
on the illegal ac ti vities go ing 
on.'' 
ANC 4· D ass ists vari -
ou s community gro up s with 
their activities and has pro-
grams of its own; federal funds 
make their efforts possible. 
''Every year we have a festi· 
val-The Community 
Enhancement Block Captain's 
Festival, in which the neighbor-
hood gets together for the beau-
tification of the neighborhood," 
said Commissio 11er Young . 
"The D.C . Depart 1nent of 
Public Works supply brooms, 
bags and rakes." 
Other programs that 
the Brightwood Advisory 
Commission is involved in are 
the Barney Neighborhood 
House , a senior citizen pro-
gram and Reading Is 
Fundamental, to which it gives 
grants. It is also involved with 
children's activities in its area. 
''Chairman Allan, 
through the ANC, got baseball 
suits for chjldren at Teasdale,'' 
Young said. 
In spite of all that 
ANC 4-D does in 
Brightwood, Young said that 
there must be a co1n1nunity 
et.fort in order to restore the 
community to its past grace. 
"We have people who 
want to get things back togeth · 
er. but it 's not enough . We 
need e\'eryone·s participation. 
not just 20 pei:cent. ·· she said . 
Brightwood is broken down 
into I 0 areas and each area has 
a co1nmissioner, .none of which 
are paid. The Advi sory 
Neighborhood Commissions 
can be seen as a stepping stone 
in politics. 
Chairman Allan, who 
has spent 19 years on the com-
mission, has met and worked 
ers. 
''Jack Evans, Frank 
Smith and Harry Thomas are all 
councilmen who have grass 
roots in ANCs. They were all 
commissioners," Allan said. 
'' W e 
(ANC 4-D) have 
many committees 
that people are 
welcome to come 
out and volunteer 
with all of the District's offi- According to Young, getting for ," she s aid . 
cials, some of whom started in involved with the ANCs is ' 'It ' s just that 
politics as ANC commission- easy. easy." 
Industrial Barbers, located In the heart of Brightwood on Kennedy Street, was owned 
by Jesse Brown, until his death In November of 1992. Brown was vice - chairman of 
ANC 4 D • Brightwood Advisory Commission. A 30 • year resident of the Brightwood 
community, Brown had been Involved with the commission for more than 15 years. 
• I 
Photo By Chuck Emory 
C o111111uni t y Boasts a ge That 
o Centuries 
erit 
Stretches 
By Joyce E. Davis 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
I The descendants of the f 1 rs t recorde d se ttl e r 1n 
Brightwood li ved in the area for 
a\n1ost 200 years. In 1772. Jan1es 
White built a log cabin and 
owned 536 ac res or royal patent 
land in \Vhat would eve ntuall y 
become Brightwood. His descen-
dants continued to Ji ve in the area 
until the 1950s and saw their iso· 
.. 
' 
• 
lated farm transfonned first into a 
crossroads community and finally 
into a suburb of the nation's capi -
tal. 
In 1790, the sn1all area 
that would later be known as 
Brightwood was incorporated into 
the District of Columbia and was 
linked to other town s in the 
District in 1810 when Congr,ess 
· granted a charter to construct a 
system of turnpikes. . 
. 
' 
' 
When the 7th Street 
PINEY 
BRANCH 
RD. 
• 
ver 
Turnpike was constructed, one of 
the tollgates on this turnpike hap-
pened to be located three mi les 
north of the Washington City 
boundary near the White home-
stead. Thi s tollgate eventually 
became the nucleu s of 
Brightwood. 
In 1855, the area had 31 
landowners, five of which were 
black (four of the five were 
women). Most were involved in 
agriculture and only six of the 31 
were slave-holders, but only two 
held more than one slave. 
In 1861 , Brightwood 
· finally received its name when 
Lewis Burnett was appointed as 
local postn1aster and relocated the 
post office to his road house on 
the turnpike. ''Brighton' ' was the 
first name chosen for the new 
post office. However, it was the 
same name as a post office in 
nor1hern Montgomery County, 
Maryland and because of 1nail 
confusion the name was soon 
modified to ''Brightwood." 
The name was widely 
adopted and today Brightwood is 
known as the area bounded by 
Aspen and Kennedy streets on the 
north and south and Georgia 
Avenue and Rock Creek Park on 
the east and west .. 
As the comn1unity began 
to develop itS own identity, the 
country bechJne invo lved the 
Civil War. Fert Massachusetts, a 
Union. fort, was corfStructed near 
the middle of Brightwood in 
August of 1861. It was bui lt on 
land owned by Betty Thomas, a 
free black woman who earned her 
living working in the dairy busi-
ness. 
Because it defended a 
major turnpike, the fort 1n 
Brightwood was enlarged and 
renamed Fort Stevens in honor of 
Brigadier .General Isaac I. 
Stevens. Fort Stevens was the 
scene of the only Civil War battle 
fought in the District. 
During this major battle, 
Brightwood residents tried to pro-
tect their lives and their property. 
Unfortunately, Thomas did not 
fare so wel l. On July 12, she lost 
her house to this battle because 
her base1nent was needed to store 
ammunition. 
Later that same day, 
Pre sident Abraham Lincoln 
reported! y consoled Thomas and 
promised her that she would 
receive a great reward for the sac-
rifice she had niade for the Union. 
There is no record of Thomas 
ever receiving any monetary 
reward. 
After the battle ended, 
Brightwood residents were faced 
with piecing their community 
back together, constructing homes . 
and a church. Abandoned, Fort 
Stevens was left to decay on 
Thomas' land. Only through later 
efforts of local residents was the 
site preserved. 
• 
In 1866. a one-room public 
school was opened for white chil-
dren and about the same time a 
public school opened for black 
children. 
While the neighbor was 
under development, the tollgate 
was removed and more modem 
transportation was introduced to 
7th Street; public horsecar service 
was introduced in the early 1870s. 
Around this same time, Andrew 
Shepherd, the most powerful 
member of the territorial board of 
public works, chose Brightwood 
as the site of his country estate; 
the estate would later be known 
as Shepherd Park. 
In I 880, Brightwood 
remained rural but had increased 
substantial ly in population. It 
now included 146 households, 86 
white and 60 black. Although 
racially mixed, the black and 
white populations tended to settle 
in different areas. Blacks congre-
gated in Vinegar Hill in the north-
east part of the community, while 
whites stayed in the southwest. 
Throughout the 19th 
century, the growing population 
of the District pushed northward 
from old Washington City as , 
developers laid out new suburbs 
along 7th, 14th and 16th streets. 
T his occurrence changed 
Brighhvoocl. 
By 1910. there were 459 
households in Brightwood; there 
were three times as many as in 
\ 
1880. A little less tha11 half of the 
residents lived i11 the subdivision 
of Brightwood Park. The propor· 
tion of blacks in the community 
had dropped dra1nati cally. from 
41 percent of all households in 
1880 to only about 15 percent in 
1910. Less than S percent of the 
resident s remained involved in 
any agricultural activity; most 
worked in Washington City or in 
the wider community. 
Real estate maps showed 
that most of Brightwood was 
fully developed by by 1945 . 
Georgia · Avenue became 
Brightwood's com1nercial street. 
Low-rise apartment buildings 
began appearing in the mid-
1920s. More apartment building 
and rowhouses, replacing older 
single-family houses. were con· 
structed during the late 1930s and 
1940s. 
Brightwood ren1ained 
predominantly a community of 
· whites from the 1920s 1hrough 
the 1960s. Before 1960. the 
largest proportion of the black 
population remained in the vicini-
ty of Vinegar Hill, the traditional 
enclave of black land ownership. 
Yet by I 970. the black population 
of Brightwood outnu1nbered the 
white. 
Today, Brightwood has 
become a 20th century communi· 
ty that illuminates remnants of its 
historical past. 
• 
• 
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WORLD AT 
A GLANCE 
By prudence Layne 
Hilltop Staff Writer · 
/RA N 
Teheran - An estimated 60 
tons of illegal drugs have been 
confisca'ted and 47,000 addicts 
arrested since last week in Iran's 
long-running battle against drug 
11 se and trafficking, a Teheran 
daily reported. Major. Gen . 
Ri za Seifoll~hi. commander of 
lr an·s dis c iplinary forces 
(NA JA) . put the value of the 
narcotics s.eized. mostly opium 
:111d heroin, at $25 million , 
rcpcirted the country's newspa-
J>Cr. ca lled Salam. Those 
charged with smuggling more 
tl1an one pound of illegal drugs 
can be sentenced to death by 
han g i11 g in Iran. (Associated 
Press) 
R11s~·i<1 
f\·1osco\v - Ru ss ian conserva-
ti\'e parliament expressed con-
cern over a report that top army 
con1manders demanded strong 
ac tio n fro111 President Bori s 
Yeltsin to end a power struggle 
\\•ith deputies. Yelt sin's key 
rival. parliamentary chairman 
RL1 ss ian Kha sbulatov, said 
Dcfc11se Minister Pavel Grachev 
sl10Ltld have been di smissed a 
1llr1g tir11 c ag o. But Yelt si n' s 
<;ccLtrity co ur1cil chi ef brushed 
;1~icle suggestions that Russian 
security forces command was 
in\Olved in any coup plans. 
( \Vashington Post) 
IRAQ 
Baghdad - President Saddam 
Husse ir1 sent Barzan al -Takriti , 
l1is J1alf-brother. on a goodwill 
111i,.sion throughout the Middle-
E<1<;t to norn1alize relations with 
Ar:1b govcrn n1en ts. So far , he 
vis ited Libya. Tunisia. Yemen 
and Maurjtia11a. He is going next 
''' Morocco. Alger!a and Sudan. 
Rele.ti 'o11s bet\veen Iraq and a 
nurnbcr of Arab and other 
lsla 111ic cou ntries have strained 
si r1 ce Iraq invaded Kuwait on 
Aug. 2. 1990. (Washington Post) 
ANGOLA> 
Luanda - The United Nations 
called for an imn1ediate truce in 
Ango la's renewed civil war, 
hoping 10 create a bet1er climate 
for talks o n a lasting peace . 
Rebels led by Jonas Savimbi 
re11e\ved warfare after refu sing 
10 accept defeat by the ruling 
J>opula f Movement for the 
l_iberatio11 of Angola in the 
Se pten1ber election s. 
(Associated Press) 
SOUTH AFRICA 
! 
Pretoria - Nobe l Peace Prize-
winner Archbishop Desmond 
' r t1tt1 \v;1r11cd South Africans of a 
IJIOI aga ir1st democracy as the 
C<>u11try·s n1ain political groups 
prc1Jared to talk together for the 
first tirnc in nea rl y a .year. 
(Associated Press) 
ST. LUCIA 
Castries - Opposition parlia-
r11e11taria11 Peter Josie has been 
b(1oted fror11 the St . Lucian 
J_:1bour Party. lr1 a statement on 
Monday Lhe party gave as the 
rcaso11 his harsh criticism of the 
party leade rship . Josie , who 
served as dyputy prime minister 
i11 the Labour government, said 
he will fight the .matter in court. 
(Caribbean News Agency) 
• 
JAMAICA 
Kingston - Leading Caribbean 
pollster and political scientist at 
the University of the West 
Indies', Carl Stone, was laid to 
rest on Saturday in Jamaica, his 
homeland. He was 51. Stone 
was noted for his accuracy in 
political polls . Hi s last poll 
released after his death gave the 
ruling People 's National Party 
12 points ahead of the opposi-
ti6n Jamaican Labour Party. 
(Citribbean News Agency) 
n erna 1ona • 
Jamaican musical dazzles 
audiences at Ira Aldridge 
• 
by Bashaan Prewitt 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The Jamaican musical 
''Once On This Island'', a high 
energetic musical was performed 
by a flawless cast and band, who 
did the music at the Ira Aldridge 
Theatre last Saturday f!ight . 
The musical was attended by 
a largely Caribbean and African 
American audience . 
Monique Caldwell , who por-
trays Ti Moune, the island girl; 
and Eric Roberson, who is 
Daniel, the the son of an aristo-
ecrat, are wonderful in their roles 
as the ''star-crossed'' lovers. 
Based on Rosa Guy's novel, 
''Once On Thi s Island'' is a 
romantic tale''that takes place in 
the Caribbean where a peasant 
island girl and a French mulatto 
aristocrat, fall in love but are 
both prohibited from marrying 
because of their class back-
ground and their color. 
The special performance 
was sponsored by the Jamaican 
National Development 
Foundation as a fund-raiser for 
the Foundation 's scholarship 
program for needy Jamaican stu-
dents. Enid Bogle, who is chair-
person of the Education 
Committee for the Foundation 
thought of the idea. ''This is our 
second fundraiser," said Bogle. 
''Our first one was given by the 
Culture Committee last summer 
where they. had mus ic, drama, 
and displays of artifacts. It was 
very successful." 
The Jamaican organiza-
tion assists Jamaicans in educa-
tion , health, culture, science and 
technology. 
• 
Enid Bogle , who is a 
Jamaican herself said the musi-
cal was gorg~ous. '' It touches on 
the problems of the Caribbean . 
In America, it 's a problem of 
race, and in the Caribbean, it' s a 
problem of color." She said in 
the Caribbean, there used to be a 
problem ~ith peasants and 
mulattos having relationships. 
''Once On This Island'' runs 
from thi s weekend until March 
20. For further information call 
806-7700. Cast of "Once upon an Island" forms a tree in the musical 
ANC YQuth League speaks with H.U. students 
. . 
By Kimberly Bryant 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
While multiparty talks began 
jn, South Africa toward non-racial 
Lillienfeldt, of the League and a 
third year s tudent at the 
University of the Western Cape in 
South Africa. 
The youth urged the African 
Discussing South Africa at the Blackbum Faculty R11taurant: (left) Dr. 
Lorenzo Moms of the Polltlctl Science Department, South Alrtcano 
Clayton Ulllenfeldt and Thabo Mlzklkazl, and John SUmner, prnklent of 
the International Students Auoclatlon of Howanl Un lut Frida . 
democracy, four members of the 
African National Congress Youth 
.. League were engaging Howard 
University students in dialogue 
about black solidarity and coop-
eration. 
''For a lon g time African-
Americans ha'.ve denied their her-
itage ... and I think it is time you 
realized that your ancestors came 
from Africa and the fi ght contin-
ues not only in America but jn 
Africa it se lf," C layton 
, . 
Grenadan 
diaspora to join in the freedom 
struggle of South Africa while 
they continue to empower them-
selves in the Americas. 
Moreover, the youth pointed 
out that they were not begging 
alms, but rather were on a good-
will mission to identify common 
interest. 
They addressed a Pan-African 
class in the auditorium of Locke 
Hall last Friday. Four members 
of the ANC League cited how 
Revolution to be by 
CSA cQmmemorate 
By Omowale Elson 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
March 13 has been de~ignat­
ed by the constitution (Article 
8) of the Caribbean Students 
Association of Howard 
University as 
Commemorating 
Day of the 
Grenada 
Revolution . It 
was instituted in 
1984 following 
the demise of the 
revolution . 
Indeed , it also 
marks the United 
States military L...----• 
Minister Maurice Bishop and 
hi s colleagues Norris Bain, 
Jacqueline Cref, Fitzroy Bain, 
Unison Whiteman and Vincent 
Noel. 
Bishop 's anti-imperiali s t 
rhetoric and close courtship of 
Cuba which 
had undertak-
en coopera-
tive develop-
ment projects 
with the 
Grenada gov-
ernment, was 
frowned upon 
by the Reagan 
administra -
tion . But he 
invasion of the Maurice Bishop gained 
tremendous popularity in the 
Caribbean on its his stance on 
Caribbean sovereignty. 
tiny ''Spice Is le'' 
to ''liberate'' the people from the 
''communists'' leaders . 
Actually, the pretext was that it 
was to protect the endangered 
lives of American students 
attending the America-owned 
St. George's Medical School in 
the capital. 
The Grenadian revolution 
was dubbed by President Fidel 
Castro, a close ally of the 
Bishop administration, as a ''big 
revolution in a small country." 
The invasion, howev-
er, was made possible when the 
leadership became fragmented 
. . 
by a palace coup which resulteQ 
in the assass\nation of Prime 
r 
. 
• 
' • ; 
Che Keens-Douglas , a 
Grenadian Howard student, 
spoke of the revolution's 
impact: ''The spirit of progress 
has disappeared and has been 
replaced by frustration and 
hopelessness. Although so-
cal led democracy has returned 
to the Spice Isle , the people 
have found that they have very 
little to ·vote for." 
President of the CSA, Oliver 
Mcintosh, said the Grenada 
event will be remembered at 
tonight's meeting of his organi-
zation. 
Howard students could aid the 
liberation of South Africa and the 
African community in the U.S. 
Lundi Rasmeni, a member of 
the ANC Youth League stressed 
there is a ··vast gap'' between col-
lege students in the United States 
and the people on the streets get-
ting welfare. He said that gap 
could be closed if blacks threw 
off the selfishness taught to them 
by the white people and utilize 
their education by enlightening 
the uneducated. 
broken, said Eldred de Klerk, a 
religious coordinator of the ANC 
Youth League, ''we will need 
tion : ''We must stop defining 
ourselves as colored and mixed. 
We are all black people and by 
creating distinctions of color, we 
will never progress.·• 
Also, de Klerk insisted that 
black people in America should 
' not cite themselves the ' 'minori -
'' Ho ld · your government 
accountable for its actions. For 
too long it has been us ing tax 
payers· money to go into o ther 
peoples countries and just cause a 
lot of trouble ," Lillienfeldt 
demanded . 
A book sale by Pathfinders 
Book Store was part of the 
South African program 
ty," because the word minority 
helps to di sempower the .black 
people. ' 'It should be changed, 
for if all minorities y.iere to unite, 
we would be the majority and that 
mind-set itself is an empowerin&; 
one.'' 
But more importantly, after the 
shack les of apartheid have been 
hi ghly trained African Americans 
to act as facil itators in the training 
of black South Africans in indus-
try and education. so eve ntually 
Sou th Africans can be indepen-
dent of Europea n econo mic 
monopolies.·· 
He al so touched on self-defini-
Later that evening, the spon-
sors, Howard University 
Department of Political Science 
and Graduate Po litical Science 
Association hosted another infor-
inal dialogue with the ANC 
Youth League at Blackbum fac-
ulty restaurant. 
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Accounting ajors 
Help Prepare Taxes 
Citibank sponsors ad com~ 
petition for college students 
By Mikel L. Husband 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
It is the one thing besides death 
that is inevitable-taxes. That's 
right, it is tax time again. It is now 
time for us to decipher all the 
legal rhetoric of the tax forms 
themselves, and be ecstatic if we 
get a refund, or extremely 
depressed if we end up owing the 
government more money. 
Just in time to help J:hose who 
can make no heads or tails of the 
tax fonns, the Accounting depan-
ment in the School of Business is 
.now helping students and mem-
bers of the greater Washington, 
D.C. community fill out their 
taxes. 
line preparation of the fonns, they 
make use of a new computer sys-
tem that enables them to rapidly 
prepare the mathematical sections 
o( the tax forms with ease and 
keep them updated with the cur-
rent tax laws. All they need is for 
· participants to come, they supply 
the Federal Forms for those who 
come. Anyone who wants help 
with their state fonns must bring 
been posting flyers at area church-
es. 
In addition to the preparation 
of taxes, Page also ran a Tax 
Education Program for people 
who are self-employed and own-
ers of small businesses to help 
·them fill-out their for1ns and take 
part in the many tax breaks that 
they may not have k11own about. 
In essence, the program is a 
-
By Mikel L. Husband 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Not only does the School 
of Communications provide lec-
tures on the real world for tom9r-
row's new and creative leaders in 
the multimedia areas, but it 
encourages the students to panake 
in real-life experiences. 
For the third year in a 
row, Citicorp Citibank, the 1Uf$est 
issuer of bankcards in the nation, 
is sponsoring their Annual 
College Advertising Awvds 
Competitions. and several 
Howard Students have answered 
the call to represent Howard on a 
national level. 
benefits of choosing to use a 
Citibank card when making pur-
chases with a credit card. 
The company is very 
optimistic about the program and 
believes that it will be a great edu-
cational experience for the panici-
pant s. ''College students are 
aware of and are concerned with a 
variety of issues facing our coun-
try, local communities and cam-
puses today," says Ruvan Co~n. 
Director of Marketing for U.S. 
bankcards at Citibank. 
''We believe this year's 
competition will provide students 
an excellent hands-on opportunity 
to develop an advertising cam-
p,aign from conception to execu-
tion and to present ideas about 
issues they are especially con-
cerned with, as well as to develop 
· a creative business strategy with 
which to address them." 
, 
Citibank MasterCard and Vlil in 
New York. Second place will be 
awarded $2,500, and third place 
will receive $1,000. 
What really make1 thi1 
program special for the ochool ol 
the winner i1 that a matcbina 
jlI8Dt will be made to the collegel 
of the first, second and third place 
winners. 
During the month of 
April, one team from each pll1ici· 
paring school will be chosen Ill 
finalists. These teams will thtfi 
advance to the national final• 
where a panel of marketina and 
advenising executives will ldect 
the winning team. The wiuen 
wit.I then be announced by 
Cibl>ank MasterCard mt! Viii in 
May. 
Professor Alfred Page, who is 
the VITA sponsor selected for the 
D.C. area in its National tax 
preparation program, heads mem-
bers of the Beta Alpha Psi Honor 
Society for accounting majors, 
National Association of Black 
Accountants (NABA), and· stu-
dents from the Law · School who 
are on Site to help students and 
members of the community with 
their taxes every Saturday from 
10 a.m to 3 p.m. until April 3, 
1993. 
Lois Ramsey helps Kim Johnson with her taxes. 
The awards progiam 
focuses on student created multi-
media campaigns that promote a 
new credit card featuring a cause-
related donatioq based on con-
sumer spending. 
The participants will be 
challenged to develop an advertis-
ing campaign consisting of a tele-
vision commercial, a print ad and 
The students at Howard 
will be competing against students 
from 58 other colleges nation-
wide, open to any undergraduate 
student regardless of major. There 
is a grand prize of $5,000 and the 
winner(s) will be granted an inter-
view for a summer internship in 
the marketing department of 
Students will receive a 
marketing brief from Citibank 
MasterCard and Visa on a credit 
card for students which feallm>S a 
one percent cause-related dona-
tion to aid in research each time 
the card is used to make a pur-
chase. Entries may be submiued 
by individuals, as well as te•ma of 
no more than three members. 
To enable the student volun-
teers to read and understand the' 
wording and calculations, the vol-
unteers went through a required 
training workshop in tax prepara-
tion. They also have various tax 
books provided by the program. 
In addition to the books that out~ 
those themselves. 
According to junior Marcus 
Simmonds, the Vice President of 
Beta Alpha Psi, ''participation 
right now is kind of slow, ... [but] 
that is because- of low publicity." 
With PR as miniscule as it is, 
Page and the other volunteers are 
not discouraged about the low 
attendance rate because they said 
that as the time gets closer to the 
filing date; April 15, 1993. more 
people will respond to the ser-
vices that they, are offering. To 
help publicize the services, mem-
bers of all the organizations have 
Student leader 
candidates try 
to maintain 
budgetary limit 
By Mikel Husband 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The elections for the 1993-94 
school year haVe c9me and will 
soon be over. While walking 
around campus, did you ever stop 
to think about all the money spent 
by candidates running for an 
office that leads to connections 
and many days and nights of 
stress? 
But does all the money spent 
really balance out with the 
stipends and headaches one would 
get after victory? Acco!ding to 
Election Chairwoman Danya 
Smith, ''$1,500 is allowed for can-
didates for HUSA (Howard 
University Student Association) 
slates, and trustee positions. The 
amount of money that candidateS 
use for local elections [elections 
that take place in the various 
schools) is left up to the particular 
school's student council.'' 
According to Edward Rice,_ 
public relations director for the 
elections committee, 'These rules 
are set up by the general assembly 
and are found in the elections 
guidelines, which are handed 
down to the election board.'' 
During election season, slates 
and individuals in both the gener-
al and local elections bombard the 
campus with thousands of dollars 
in flyers, balloons and even carna-
tions and hats that show their 
faces and mottos, that are many 
times seen only by a few students 
before they are torn down or 
rained on. · 
''I can't believe they spend all 
that money on something that dis-
solves in the rain and many times 
just gets thrown in the trash by 
students," said James Parks, a 
sophomore majoring in English 
maJor. 
According to Sinith, the 
HUSA slates have already spent 
$1,200 to $1 ,300 a piece on the 
general election, and it is possible 
that the ''Ascend'' and ' 'Change'' 
platforms just might hit the limit 
since they are in the run-off elec-
tion. 
' 'As a student , I believe the 
limit should be lower," said Amia 
Foston , HUSA vice - pre siden~ 
candidate. ' 'The candidates need 
to be more creative to find more 
interesting ways to get their points 
across, that way, win or Jose no 
one is out much money." 
In order to keep a record on 
how much each candidate is 
spending and make sure they do 
not exceed the limit, the election 
participants must tum in receipts 
of their spending on a continuous 
basis to the general board. 
''We do monitor their spending 
by checking receipts, but it's not 
like we can hire a private detec-
tive to track down everything they 
buy," Rice said. 
Although there have not been 
any reports of overspending, the 
receipts will be put to the test on 
the night of the election as all 
receipts will be itemized., Anyone 
that has exceeded the $1 ,500 lim-
ited will be disqualified. 
Todd Bailey contributed to · t~is 
report. 
community service program. Not 
only does Page want it to be bene-
ficial to the Howard Co111111t1nity, 
but he wants to encourage 1ne1n-
bers of the Metropolitan area to 
come and Jet the students ass ist 
them. 
• direct mail. Th~ advertising com-
• • 
ponents will be-created to empha-
size to the public the cause sup-
ported by the card as well as the 
, 
At this rate your parents would 
probably be ecsta[ic if you left school. 
Especially if you came home to visit . 
You can take advantage of this $70 
one-wa}' fare to fly between Nev.· York's 
LaGuardia Airport and Washington 
D.C:s National Airport . or New York 
and Boston's Logan Airport . 
The student fare is valid Monday 
through Friday. 10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. 
and 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. On Satur-
days and Sundays you can use them 
anytime you want. 
If you find you want tt travel 
frequently. you can also takt advantage 
of the Delta Flight Pack ~· which 
is a book of four one-v.'3y tickets 
for just $219, or a book of eight 
• 
• 
• 
one-way tickets for just $399. 
And just by enrolling in Delta's 
Frequent Flyer program you can accu-
mulate valuable mileage for future travel . 
For more informi\fion, call your 
Travel Agent or Delta at 1-800-221-1212. 
And remember, study hard, eat all your 
vegetables, and leave school whenever 
' you can. 
A.DELTASIIU111.E~ 
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• 
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FREEMAN BY KHARI J. SAMPSON 
BY K~ari J . 5•"'f""" 
©eo"'~"'~T 1qq3 Khiri J. 
I qq3 . 5•"'P''" 
Officer P•nya Meerut· -
th•t me, and I'm one of 
th" f#W eope who eete • 
Frumain ital of •ppr.e"'L 
Thank to him. 5haw •nd 
nurtiy arus Nl...e eott.en 
•wfully 111tereet1nt ln the 
f"l9t )Ur ... 
man ... He'• • wlld cart.l ... unpn!· 
dia.ble, to M ture. bue ttiorouehly 
m.ptnne. watc:hl"9 him, I lurned a 
new ual for my own Job. My bou5e 
h•vo notice,, •nd I've 17roken t he 
el••• c ellfne to become DetectiW' 
,..ti)'•. t.turut.. Othere h• ve beeM 
ln9f'lred *"i i=reem.n. .. 
... like NI• Wethereon. 
who romor-M to bie the 
only ptire<>n who knowe 
Freeman'6 true ldentl· 
ty. She protects him 
under her journallet 
codee ... !!lo f ar, we 
h• 11Cn't had to push 
her too hard for tha t 
Info. 
The loc• I n1p group Thlrd Ralll hie aome connection 
to FreeNn: a ) ~ wur hie colore (gr-eon hMd· 
wear. dark clothl1'9, nM !!!hoe&). b)tMy mention him 
numeroue tlmee In their lyrlce ae their chief rneplr9· 
tlon, c) they biuir a Freem•n ~•I of approval (like 
me), • nd d) they awr1 t.he trademark and co,P)'!"lght 
of hle l!~neso (for the t:JUrgeonlng frecm• n T·Shlrt. 
market). 
On th• "•rk e ide, 
there'• the eup•r t.tg· 
eer J lhald, w•gil'lf • holy 
w•r at•iMllt unv• nd•I· 
iZ&I eurfaclf&. Hie el.tt:>-
o r•te • rt • ppe• re In 
the d•mndeet pl• c e e 
• II ovt:r" the city ... 
• 
. 
Robin Hoody and h ie 
· g11ng eteale from the 
rlch p• r a sitee of hie 
torn community and 
glvee back to it . lt'e s 
noble c11uee. but. the 
Happy Hoodlume' 
endeavore have leh s 
body count. Of couree. 
he'e w•nted. 
• 
A m•n c,11l ling himee lf 
Burning Spear has lirlt. 
an even bloodier trail In 
hl11 wake. He coneldere 
hlm eelf "the age11t of 
God'e vengeance. " We 
want him 1'.ad, but he'e 
Me.tr ly ae e luelve as 
Jihad and Freeman him· 
seff ... 
I'm c ertain Freeman knowe mor" 
•17out the!lc: cMractere th• n I do. 
I've: gat to gc:t th11t lnfo·· 11 11 W(!I\ ae 
lc:am If he'e on our eld". If not ... 
...Well. I hoP" we never cat<;h him, if 
It comes to thlit. 
COMING SOON TO A THEATRE NEAR YO.U. 
• 
OZZARK & COMPANY BY WILLIAM D. JACKSON 
S\UDEN\5$3 
GENERAL$f:> 
YO, WHAT 'S UP WITH THE COMICS PAGE? 
I hear this question pretty 
often these days, and I owe read-
ers an explanation. 
First, most of the cartoonists 
have left for various reason that 
I won't go into here. Added to 
the fact that we are not paid for 
our work ... you get the idea . 
Second, there is the sad (though 
realistic) fact that advertisements 
are considered more important 
than the comics, resulting in less 
and less space. 
It's a lousy situation, but we're 
trying to turn it to our advantage 
by printing an extra-large strip 
each week. Let me know if you' 
like it (or not); call 806-4 732 or 
865-2949. Peace, 
Khari J. Sampson, Art Editor 
''SPRING BREAK '93'' 
The 
• • • • I 1n1 
• 
~©@@0gJ @~ ©rru@=~O®S®g) ~ ~O~OU1JOgJ 
~(lDgJ[hi=(lD~g)o lMl@U1J@g)o ~ &'.11@01l 0g) ~l1D01® 
• 
FLIP-FLOPS WITH PURCHASE I • 
• 
• 
-· 
w ' lJ 0 'O ' 
...I 0 AND UP 1819 M. STNW 
<C 331-8372 
"' 
735 15TH ST., NW 
393-3533 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
, 
• 
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HappeninHs for the weekend\82 
Touching the Common folk\84 • • 
s 
e 
c 
f 
There's nothing 
Howard dents 
like more than a 
good debate, and a 
recent commentary 
in The Hilltop ave 
them the spar the 
needed for iust tha : 
a heated discussion 
on an age-old topic ... 
or gjgterg 
• /\ 
, 
Weekender/82 
Sports/BS 
Books/83 
Hilltoplcs/87 
• 
Students attem t to rationalize with controversial views on the subject 
By Sharmarra Turner 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Dialogue flowed like 
never before once Hilltop read-
ers caught wind of last week 's 
most controversial co n1n1e11tar)1 
("Black With White: Why not ' "). 
A lthou gh a worn a nd 
tired subjec t, the issue of black 
men da ting white wome n and 
vice versa never loses its spice 
when it comes to midnight dorm 
room debate. Studying at Howard 
Uni versity .. woul d lead one to 
believe that the majority of stu-
dents here share sin1ilar vie,vs on 
interracia l re la tionships. 
However, when commentari e s 
like the one printed last week sur-
f ace, s tudent s o n campu s are 
reminded that views the y per-
cei ved we re un co mmon may 
actually be shared by more stu-
dents than they thought. 
Hence, we come lo lhe 
iss ues bro ught to li ght in the 
commentary. Let's just be honest: 
sisters (and brothers alike) were 
ho t about what the man had to 
say, and their unhappy sentiments 
were no t inl the minority. Mos t 
responseJo the com me ntary 
were negative and criticism of it 
attacked nearly every aspect of its 
content. Sparked were debates on 
topics ranging from hair straight-
enin g to datin g and marriage 
opponunities. 
Present in the commen-
tary were six particularly interest-
ing views relayed to the reader-
ship by the author of the com-
mentary. Two of these views are 
somewhat extreme and are defi -
nitely not majority -held by any 
means. These include: 
•'"One reason why broth-
ers n1ay not be trea ting sis ters 
right is that the ·grass may !Je 
greener on the other side ' ," and 
• ' 'Wh ite women appre-
ciate. respect ar1d stick wi th us so 
nluch n1orethanthe s i sters 
out here." 
The other four views are 
somewhat less shocking and may 
have more sympath izers on 
catnpu s than the previous 1wo. 
T\vo of these directlY refer to 
black women. They include: 
• ''S is te rs e xude a n ai r 
leading.black men to believe that 
!hey are 11<.1t \VOrthy of a r e I a -
ti onship'· 11n<l 
• ''Sisters try J1ard to be 
like ,..,Jfite 'von1en through hai r 
straightening processes a n d 
weaves and are tl1erefore sending 
brothers mixed messages." 
Leonard Jeffries, a junior 
majori ng in economics strongly 
agrees w ith the f irst v iew. He 
says that the process to gain a 
1nean ingful re lationshi p with a 
sister is often a strugg le . 
''At Howard, especially, I 
fee l that sisters exude that 'air.' It 
could be the ratio of women to 
men. I don't know. But when a 
guy co1nes to Howard, whether 
he 's a dog or not, he has to prove 
himself,'' said Jeffries. 
Engineering student Will 
S~out agrees. 
"The fee lj.ng that black 
women make us feel ' unworthy' 
of a re lationship is commo n," 
said Stout. '' It is deep-rooted. It 
seen1s black ;wo men find it easier 
to lump black men together as a 
common 'dog ' community. They 
Jump us all together and nit-pick 
out of_the pile.' ' 
The second v iew, 
' 'Sisters try hard to be 'like white 
women through hair straightening 
processes and weaves," has quite 
a few sympa~h-izers on campus, 
both male and female. 
''Let 's face it, straighten-
ing the hair is unnatural , period. 
I ' m not aga in st it , although I 
choose to wear my hair natural," 
said Keya Harris, a freshman who 
majors in the College of Arts and 
Sciences. ''Ho wever, I d on ' t 
know what kind of ' mixed ' mes-
sages brothers are say ing sisters 
a re se nd ing the m . The way a 
woman wears her hair is.only so 
important . A bro ther should be 
concerned with much more than 
that.'' 
Ri c ky Irahk shares 
Hanis' sentiments, but not entire-
ly. He offers a more analytical 
explanation. 
''Sisters straighten their 
hair as a result of many genera-
tions of brainwashing, so much 
so that straightening the hair is 
a lmos t cons idered the normal 
thing to do," said the junior 
majoring in Eng li sh . ' ' Blac k 
women are unconsciously or even 
accidentally sending these mixed 
messages. The handful of black 
women that try to look as white 
as they can are probably victims 
of the myth that the whiter you 
look, the more brothers will like 
you, or the myth that whiter-look-
ing women will excel in the busi-
ness world." 
Believe it or not, there 
are some who can actually relate 
to the commentary a utho r ' s 
extreme view that white women 
appreciate, respect and stick with 
[black men] much more than the 
sisters do. Barry Goodman, who 
is a senior and studies polit ical . 
science, does not agree with the 
view but can un·dcrstand its ori -
gin. He feels that brothers in rela-
tionships with white women 'who 
feel this way do so simpl y 
because of the nature of the rela-
tionship. 
''Because the world is 
• 
against a racially·mixed couple to 
begin with, the white woman in 
the relationship may be extra· 
dete rmined to make it work-
even more than a blac k woman 
wo uld ," sa id Goodman . ;'That 
may give the impression that the 
white woman is willing to endute 
more trial s and tribulations to 
make a relationship work than the 
average black woman is; that the 
white woman is more devoted.'' 
People in general should 
stray away from making sweep-
ing genera lizations about entire 
races. Although University stu -
dents share the same sentiments 
concern.1ng many ideas such as 
int~rracial dating, some deviate 
fro m the common view. The 
opini o ns of the minority are 
worth examination. 
Mercury Hip Hop College Tour to visit HU in Mid-March 
By·Causha Vann 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
H owa rd 
Uni ve rsity mu sic 
fans still recover-
ing fro m the 
C u l tu ra l 
In iti ati ve ' s 3 rd 
Annua l Hip Hop 
Conferen ce mu st 
no·w pre pare for 
another musical 
blast. 
This time it's 
Mercury Record 's 
Hip Hop College 
Tour scheduled to visit Blackbum 
Center on Wednesday, March 17. 
The tour, featuring Diamond of 
the Psychotic Neurotics, as well 
• 
as new 
hip hop acts Dougie Dee, Yaggfu 
Front and Nefertiti , is part of a 
Mert8'ry Records career seminar 
arid viewing session for students 
who will be able to talk directly 
with the artists , as we l l as 
Mercury Record 's staff about dif-
ferent aspects of the music indus-
try. 
"The musical entourage will 
vi sit college campuses and some 
high schools in at least 15 cities 
nationwide to do 
campu s promo-
tions, · press a nd 
radio interviews, 
local retail store 
vi sits, video pio-
liege 
Tour ertormer 
Dougie Dee; at 
right College 
Tour performer 
Diamond and 
the Psychotic 
Neurotics 
Common Touch/84 
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Soul Brothers 'opens doors, customers open wallets 
By Frederick J . Goodall and 
Kimberly N. Martin 
Hilltop Staff Writers 
It 's the srnooth melodies waft-
ing throL1gh the Small cafe-like 
restaurant. not the food that gives 
Sol1l Brothers Pizza it's name. 
As we walked in, we were 
O\'Cr\vhclmed by the artful decor 
and the s ilky sounds of Marvin 
Gaye . An abstrac t sc ulpture 
snaking its way across the ceiling 
ar1d a \1ibrant mural celebrating 
blackne,'\S together with the music 
cre:1tc a soulful vibe throughout 
1l1e cozy restaurant. 
JL1 St r110111ents after entering the 
crar1111ed establ ishment , we real-
ized that \Ve were among the 
Di~trict· s trendsetters-Howard 
stl1dcnts and the metro area's own 
bohemians, who ride the cutting 
edge or the night scene, and can, 
i11 a s i11 g le niovement, make or 
bre<tk a 11ew establ ishment. . 
Although the menu is limited, 
it does offer ample choices of veg- · 
etarian di shes for health-conscious 
diners. 
Prices of the entrces range from 
$4.50 for sandwiches and salads 
to almost $10 for lasagne. Even a 
small house salad costs $4.25. We 
hoped that the pizza's prices 
would be comparable to the prices 
at other restaurants. but we were 
di sappointed . An eight inch 
cheese pizza costs $7 .25 and 1op-
pings are .75 each Bul so1ne din-
ers were unaffected by the prices. 
'' I can't con1plain abou t th e 
prices because I undcrsta11d that 
it 's a blac k busi ness trying to 
compete." said Tasha Anderson, a 
junior majoring in film. 
Luckily, Soul Brothers offer1 a 
unique selection of toppings, Pr 
else we might have been samplihg 
a plain cheese pi zza. But our 
curiosity got the best of us and 
made us try so1nething different. 
' Of course, Soul Brothers offers , 
traditional pizza toppings such as 
Despite the less than spectacu-
lar cuisi ne, the owner, Todd 
Johnson, a fonner Howard School 
of Communications student,. man-
ages to make up for this by pro-
v.iding warm, ove rl y compensat-
ing service to his patrons. 
Johnson, realizing that first 
impressions are important, did all 
he could to make our dining expe-
rience pleasurable. He even came 
to our table and held an intimate 
conversation with us. 
Soul Brothers, which is the 
first in what Johnson hopes will 
be a small chai9 in the black com-
munity 's hub clties, will appeal to 
more than just the urban e lite's 
appetite for foo.d. It will feature 
different theme nights, which he 
hopes will act as a magnet to 
those who eat, sleep, dream; and 
live soul . 
Johnson ki cks off the week 
with an afternoon of soul on 
Sundays with everythi ng from 
soul food to soul music. Brunch 
is $5.95. 
evening of good music . Diners 
also receive one free topping on 
their pizza. 
On Wednesdays, artists are 
encouraged to bring their slides 
and portfolios for an artist 
reunion. There will also be soup 
and salad specials. 
Thursday is new music night at 
Soul Brothers featuring hot tapes 
all night, plus compact disc give-
aways. 
Friday brings an alternative to 
the traditional happy hour. Instead 
of serving alcoholic beverages, 
Soul Brothers offer ''sman dri'nks' ' 
and fresh exotic juices. 
A Latin Brunch is Saturdays' 
feature offering a selection of tra-
dition Latin American dishes. 
Overall, Soul Brothers is a fair-
ly ni ce place to dine where the 
ambiance and personal attention 
more than compensate for the 
high prices. 
Once seated at the colo rful 
l<1ble :.. we were ready to peruse 
the 111e11u. However. ,n1uch to our 
di s111ay. the 1nenu, featuring an 
array of ~•1lads. sandwiches, and 
pizza. didn"t live up to the months 
pepperoni and mu shrooms, but 
they· also offer exot ic toppifi.gs 
such as pine nut s. 
Soul Brothers Pizza adds a touch of soul to the U Street district. Mondays will bring evenings of 
Soul Brothers is located at 14th 
St., NW at the corner of U St. 
Hours for the restaurant are , 
Sunday-Wednesday, 8-3 a.m. and 
We tried to get a feel for the 
;j 
' 
• 
Mural by local artist, Jennifer Reeds contributes to the ambiance 
. I 
ot l1ype that preceded the restau-
rant 's opert ing. We expected a 
111urc diverse selection of cuisine, 
r11aybc even a bit or soul food. 
, 
rrienu by havir1g cvcryor1e in our 
party order dil'feren1 itc rns, but 
unfortunately one of the menl1's 
' 
specialities, quicl1c. was out of 
stock by ou r 10 p.m. arrival. We 
were able to· sample pizzas with 
various toppings and the barbecue 
boneless chicken. 
Our food was prepared within 
twenty minutes and served piping 
hot. 
All of the food tasted fre sh 
since the ingred ients are shipped 
in daily rather than frozen. It was 
refreshing to have a freshly 
cooked mea l instead of one that 
was pre-prepared and placed in 
the microwave. 
The pizza received n1ixed reac-
tions from patrons. Some thought 
that it " 'as too doughy while oth-
ers were pleased with the taste. 
''The pizza was pretty good. 
but it was too expensive:· said 
Sala Suber, sophomore fil 111 pro-
duction major. said. ''The pizza 
had 100 much grease. but I like(! 
the spicyness of th e tor11 ;1 to 
sauce. 
,, 
• 
Rapper, Doug E. Fresh 
· 'gets busy' in film debut 
photo by Joanne P. Sullivan 
Community leader Yusef Jackson, councilmember Marion Barry, and 1992 Presidential candidate Lenora 
Fulani congratulate Doug E. Fresh (second from left) on the success on his new film, "Let's Get Blzzee." 
By Michael Budafucco 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Doug E. Fr-esh has bee n 
dee111cd the ''World's Greatest 
Entertainer'' by hip-hop afficiona-
doS. His lates1 ven1ure proves this 
1nor1iker is well desetved. 
Fresh is the star of ''Let's Get 
Bizzee ," an urban adventure 
movie, by filmmaker Carl Clay. 
His perfo'rmapce in the film 
shows that he is prepared to tackle 
the often fickle world of acting. 
Fresh extends hi s rap prowess 
and social activism to create the 
title role of Sam Baker, a young 
rapper who organizes his commu-
nity to take on a corrupt politi-
cian. 
, 
• 
''Let's Get Bizzee'' also fea-
tures.Lisa Carson (featured come-
dien ne on Showtitne at the 
Apollo) and A11thony Chi lso lm 
(Broadway stage star). 
The film opened iri D.C. on 
February 26th at the Capitol Hill 
Theatre and has been receiving 
positive responses. 
• The success of '' Let's' Get 
Bizzee'' comes from the tremen-
dous support it has gotten from 
communit y leaders and high 
school principals. 
Some of the community lead-
ers who have endorsed the fi lm 
are Councilmember Marion Barry, 
radio personalities Cathy Hughes 
and Micqelle Wright, community 
leaders Linda Gri bsy, 
Wallacest ine Talliafero, Yusef 
Jackson, and Dee Black. 
Some of the high schools who 
have opened their doors to the 
film and it s anti-drug nlessage 
incll!de, Banneker, Ballou. and 
Anacostia. 
· The film's di stributor. Screw 
Hollywood Productions has op1ed 
to by-pass the more tradit ional 
Holl ywood promotion route and 
market the fi lm directly in the 
communities of its target audi-
ence. 
Fresh has been going out to 
speak directly to the youth whom 
the film is targeted for. He dis-
cusses the need to support pro-
jects that will present the black 
youth in a positive light. 
The film shows daily at the 
Capitol Hill Theater, 507 8th 
Street, S.E. , 
Although pizza is supposed to 
be the restaurant's claim to fame, 
it was the barbecue chicken breast 
sandwich that proved most memo-
rable to ou r party. 
··1 thought the food was good. I 
had the barbecue boneless chicken 
sandw ich with fries and I really 
liked it," said Anderson. 
expression 
as the cafe 
opens 
doors 
poets 
read th ei 
work . All 
re 1.cters 
rece ive 
cup of java 
or tea. Also 
available. 
-
We also tried the lemonade 
with honey ($1.75 with no refills). 
While it was fair ly tasty, perhaps 
1hey should s1ick to sugar if i1'll 
keep the prices down. 
While we' d planned to sample 
fron1 the dessert cart , our wallets 
woulµn't allow 1his luxury. 
open faced'----'~------~----­
vege 1able Owner, Todd Johnson, poses with his head chef 
sandwiches 
for on ly $4.50. 24 hours through Saturday. 
Jazz soloists take the stage on 
Tue sday s to treat diners to an 
"O Come, let us sing unto ·the Eord • • • 
, 
Psalms 95:1 
, 
Tl1e Howard University Community Choir 
jormerlv k11<1wn as 1!1e Residence Hall Cl1oir 
' announces an 
· Open Call 
for Tenors and Basses ONLY 
Frida_v, Marc/1 12, 1993 
4:00 p.m. sharp 
Blackb11r11 Ce11ter A11ditori111n 
No Audition Necessary 
1/1e clzoir is looki11g 
. ji1r c'lJ111111itted. 1n11sical~v tale11ted i11divid11als 
t<J joi11 i11 011r mi11istry in so11g 
jar 1nore informatio11 
{Jlease call (202) 986-0099 or (202) 865-0155 
• 
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entur1n into t eo ac epsyc e man 
Author Brent wade examines the inner feelings of a black man in first novel 
By Kevin Jenkins 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
• 
''Company Man'' is not only 
Brent Wade's first novel, it is the 
first piece of fiction to address 
the social-cu ltural problems a 
black man could experience in a 
white corporate environment. 
dean 's office in whiteface and a 
three-piece suit in protest of a 
elitist mock-white curriculum. 
ment. 
To complicate matters, 
Covington has recently started 
as a rac ist envi ron-
• 
ment . It cu lminates 
with the main char-
acter folding under 
ridiculously 
overblown, seeming-
ly inescapable cir-
cumstances that are 
.partly the fault of the 
main character. 
• 
Often, however, it 
The story is written as a 
series of letters from. a hospital 
bed in which the main character, 
William Covington, has ended 
up after a failed suicide attempt. 
After leari1i ng thi s, which i s 
revealed early in the story, you 
know vaguely what the book is 
going to be about; how a nega-
tive environment agitates a black 
man to the point where he can't 
tolerate it anymore and tries to 
take hi s life to escape. 
The story is written as a 
series of letters from a 
hospital bed in which the 
main .character, 
William Covington, has 
ended up after a failed 
su.icide attempt. 
does expose the sub-
tle, prejudiced com-
ments that are likely 
to ari se in such an 
environment. For 
example, a white 
executive, remarking 
on how beautiful a 
black woman 
Covington ·s wife is , 
asks him if both her 
parents were black. 
ANY 
This information whets one's 
appeti te right off the bat and pro-
pels a reader through page after 
page to find ou t what circum-
stances lead to hi s suicide. Wade 
also releases i11teresting clues 
and star tling revelations 
throughout that make ''Company 
Man'' trUly hard to put down., 
Willian1 Covington is a rather 
benign, make no waves so I can 
advance character, but the other 
' black in the firm, Carl Rice, is a 
The central confl ict of the experiencing sexual impotence 
s to ry is the battle to keep an with hi s wife. This proble m is 
uprising of blue- g1 ven mu ch 
collar workers, ----T""''h'"e_b,_o_o_k"'.---a t t e n t i o n 
led by Ri ce, throughout the 
fron1 tnaterializ- illustrates how a nove l and con-
ing. Covington • tributes to the 
is caught in the negative main character's 
middle ; harshl y 
criticized by 
Rice for not 
joining what he 
deems a blac k 
environment 
agitates a black 
man to t'he point 
w'here he can't tol-
w o e s 
Covi ngton is 
caught between 
a rock and a not 
so hard place. 
1 Brent Wade grad-
uated from the 
University of 
Photo by Sharonda Starlc:s 
militant person who rallies the 
blue collar blacks to have their 
concerns met. In te·restingly, 
Rice's character is booted out of 
none other than Howard 
University for occupying the 
1nove ment yet 
not wholeheart-
edly willing to 
squelch the 
insurrection for 
white manage-
erate it anymore 
and tries to take 
his life to escape. 
Although a 
highly readable 
book, the cli -
max falls short 
of dan1ni11g cor-
orate America 
Maryland with a n i . 
Eng lish degree and 
has worked as a man-
ager for both AT&T 
and in 1narketing and 
merchandising for 
both We stinghouse 
and LSI Logic. 
Therefore, it is high-
ly probable that he 
writes from his own 
expenences. 
Co:r:i:1pa.11y :M::a.11 
by Bre::n._t Wade 
isters> re ease ac women 
Cydney.~and .Leslie C. Shields present· success strategies just for b!ack women 
Tour from B1 video 
pro -
gram· appearances and public service 
announcements. 
Howard University is lhe sec-
ond stop for the Hip Hop Tour, and 
one of lhe many historically black uni-
versities that \Viii get a listening party 
or concert from the acts, as well as 
one-on-one interaction with the artists 
and Mercury execut ives during the 
career seminars. Mercury Record 's 
president Ed Eckstine said the tour is 
the first effort of its ki11d by a major 
record label and will . help Me rcury 
bring its new acts 10. the streets by 
offering ·· meani ngful , con~tructi ve 
dia logue between the yout h cu lture 
and the artists who are direct'ly tied to 
that very same hip-hop culture.'' 
Students interested in production 
can gain knowledge from such artists 
Tony! Toni! To11e!. Vanessa Willia1ns 
and Brian Mc Kni gh t . Qee' s debut 
s ingle na1ned for the a lbu1n is pro-
duced by Leven's Marc Gordon. 
Rap group Yaggfu Front and 19-
yea r-o ld rapper Nefertiti will also 
bring knowledge of their experiences, 
information and performances to the 
s tuden ts. Yaggfu 's debu t s in.g le i s 
'' Lookin ' For A Contract," and 
Neferti t i's debut album, ''L .I .F.E.-
Li vin' In Fear Of Extinction," is not 
yet released. 
Mercury Records is sponsoring the 
tour to 1narket its arti sts at the grass-
root s level. ~lnd to g ive students a 
unique educat ional oppor tun ity. 
··we' re doing thi s because music is an 
integral part of African-American 
youth culture.'' Eckstine said. 
The Mercury Hip Hop Tour '93 
will give s tudents. as well as local 
By Desmond McGhee 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
such as WOL Radio's Cathy Work Sister Work: Why Hughes and others. District of 
Columbia De l ~ga t e Eleanor 
Holme s Norton wrote the 
preface to this work . 
Cydney and 
Lesl ie C. Shields, two 
black women authors 
have released a very 
timely book entitled 
Work Sister Work: Why 
Black Women Can't Get 
Ahead 1n the 
Workplace. Their work 
Was recently featured by 
the African Heritage 
Literature Society which 
holds monthly book 
readings at the Howard 
Black Women Can't Get 
Ahead in the Workplace, 
by Cydney and Leslie C 
Shields, presents success 
strategies tailored to the 
Inn . The Society a lso d f th th Sl•X 
sponsorswriting classes, nee s o. e more an . 
aut hor book s igni ngs 
and lectures. 
Work. Sister million black women in 
Work presents success h k /-'. T'h h 
strategies tailored to the t e WOr I orce. e aut ors 
needs of the more than 
Cydney ai1d Leslie C. 
as Diamond, who produced his current 
.. chart -h ilting album ''Stunts , Blunts, 
and Hip Hop," and who has produced 
program di rectors and retailers. the 
opportunity to hear the 1nusic before it 
hit s the rack s. Sr. Vice 
six million black 
women in the work -
force. The authors 
. examine the problems 
challenging black 
Shields also co-au thored the 
book Career Decisions: Jhe 
Art of Soaring to the Top . 
Cydney has 12 years experi-
ence in operations ~nd human 
resources developnient. She is 
currently Division Manager 
for the Claims Administration 
Corporation with 1nore than 
12 years extensive experience 
in hu111a11 resource develop-
ment. She is the fo unde r of 
Women Can Win ( t'orme rly 
Black Women in Transition 
Network) , a n organiza ti.on 
that conducts workshops and 
seminars to help black women 
become self-Leslie teaches 
career planning at Ho\vard 
• University . 
Leslie C. Shields is 
the President and Founder· of 
Career Tailors. a consulting 
firm that specializes in man-
agen1ent development, career 
advancement, and workplac.e 
diversity training. Currently 
on the faculty of Howard 
University, she also teaches 
Career Plan11ing a nd 
Development in the School of 
Business. 
• 
s uch acts as Run DMC , Brand 
Nubian. Apac he and Tribe Called 
Quest. Diamond' s cu rrent single is 
''Sally Got a 0 11e-lrack Mind." 
Also tra vel li.ng is artist Dougie 
Dee, who wrote the raps for Bell, Biv, 
DeVoe 's ''Poison," and Another Bad 
Creation's '' Iesha." Dee '.s debut 
album ''Do Ya Wanna Ride?'' features 
President/Gene ral Manager 0 
Mercury Larry Stesse l said the tour 
was the company's ''fi rst partnership 
with the colleges." The tour will stop 
at Howard's Blac kburn Center on 
March 17 from 2-4 p.m. Proceeds 
raised from the $2 admission price 
will be donated to a local charity o 
Howard's choice. Tickets are available 
examine the problems 
challenging blac k women 
women and the solu - • h 
tions that can be used to and the solutions t at can 
overcome adverse situa-
tions. 
The Shieldse s 
interviewed successful 
black women around the 
country including well-
be used to overcome 
' 
adverse situations. 
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I HAVE A DREAM AT HOWARD 
I have a dream at Howard, 
Known proudly as the Black Harvard. 
Students get education and services of highest quality, 
They say their school's administration is sensitive, effective, efficient, 
truly caring, 
And much kinder and gentler than in days gone by. 
Their dormitories are ultramodern, clean and enjoyable centers of stu-
dent life, 
Beautiful architecture "surrounds the, lovely well kept campus, known now 
as the place of beauty, peace and learning set high on a hill. 
• 
_Its many University enterprises serve as models of business efficiency 
and success, 
Some say it is a living proof of the vitality of Malcolm X's vision of eco-
nomic and social development, combined with Martin Luther King's spiri-
tual vision. 
• 
·courtesy, kindness, gentleness and respect are the watchwords here. 
Equal opportunities for all are abundant, 
THE HILLTOP 
• 
Dear Howard was the proud winner of the Malcolm Baldridge Qua/i 
Award in 1988, and has blazed many new trails since then. 
They astonished the investment world by successfully completing ave 
$200 million of reconstruction and renovation as they entered the yea 
2000, 
Their enrollment was bursting at the seams. 
Today, she is visited by representatives of many other institutions seek-
ing to know the secret of her success. They visited with the Presiden 
and the Chief Financial Officer who said " ... Our secret was all in the 
hearts 'and minds of .our people . . . it had remained there sleeping, burie 
for years, yet eternally yearning to break free! 
We simply decided one day that we would be the best, and let nothing 
stand in our way, 
We know that centuries ago great and beautiful Universities and centers 
of learning stood at Songhay and Benin and Zimbabwe, and Nubia an 
Egypt, 
We are heirs of that tradition. 
Why wonder at our success . 
Nobodf questioned theirs, as it was simply assumed, 
That builders of marvelous Pyramids in Ancient Egypt could do no less 
• 
March 12, 1993 
Not as theories, but as a fact and a result. here. 
People find rewarding careers in all they do here, Superior workmanship was always in olden times, a hallmark of the peo-
They all work in an atmosphere of comfort, safety, and joy, 
And yet, it is like a family. 
People say, " ... They mastered1he secret of achieving unity with diversi-
ty . ..• 
Modem history records its unique ·rofe in lifting a people and a community 
as it lifted itself, and strengthened its own community. 
' 
' 
, Today it is a city within a city, 
' 
But a University without walls, 
Proudly known as the largest enterprise run by an African people any-
where in the world, 
She is a model of achievement and accomplishment, 
She has clearly earned her own respect. 
Her credit is as sound as the rock of Gibraltar, 
Her asse~ and investments, profitable and growing. 
• I 
National Merit Scholars, Pulitzer and Nobel prize winners alike flock to its 
door, and ordinary folk looking to receive a hand up and extend a hand 
You approached me 
I wasn't interested , 
I was hesitant 
You were patient 
ple who built the first wonders of the world, 
So n6w that ancient spirit has been reborn and reincarnated in modem 
times. 
We have known for a long time this day would finally come! 
As she braced for the challenges of a new day, 
Her students proudly setting new and even more splendid records in the 
arts and sciences, business, medicine and law, 
People knew that in the final unity of Martin and Malcolm's dream, the 
dreams and the dreamers were one, 
• 
And the untold dreams of millions were at last realized. 
"Free at last, free at last, Thank God almighty, we're free at last! 
Who can question this victory we have won by our own deeds, 
' We have shown we can rank with the best of the best! 
Now Students at Harvard proudly say, they are the White Howard! 
James A. Fletcher I 
Vice President for Business and Fiscal Affairs - Treasure 
• 
Yoµ told me what I wanted to hear 
This is a specially dedicated piece for my birl Lucky. 
hope you find truth and sincerity one day in tho5e words. 
LOVE. 
People speak so conveniently about love. It's o.k. when it 
5erves their purpose. \.A/hen it doesn't, it's a burden. 
"""f LOVE U""" 
I love you 
• 
Not just when you are in my bed 
naked 
beautiful 
glowing with perspiration . 
softly ~hispering phrases of contentment . .. enjoyment 
allowing me to take you to a place where few have gone 
before 
But when you are home during summer vacation 
more than 10,000 miles away 
working hard 
and strengthening your love for rJe through our mouth 
of ab5ence 
I love you 
' 
I love you when you seem to have not t ime for me 
Even when you question your lbve for me 
I love you 
I Jove you no matter what the conditions 
doesn't matter whether I'm at my all time high, low, 
or somewhere in between 
I love you 
Love has been around since the beginning of time 
and with people like you to love, it will be around 
'ti/ the end of time 
I LOVE YOU 
Mo by 
Sophomore, Civil Engineering 
every woman that is 
I thought you wanted to "care for me" 
• 
For Terry , Alice, and Oprah 
I and all other confusej sis-
ters) 
raped 
every child that is 
abused 
You wanted to get to know me 
I'd been hurt too many times for that 
I wa s treated the way I wanted to be 
treated , 
.You hurt me Deeply 
Emotionally 
Mentally 
every home that is bro-
ken 
You said you wanted to care about me 
care for me 
take care of me 
I'd heard that before! 
You vowed to prove me wrong 
I waiUd ... 
Already, you lied to me 
I was cautious 
• 
needed to be treated 
longed to be treated 
You swept me off my feet! 
I changed, and opened up to you 
You changed too . .. 
But, you lied to me 
You never called 
I knew you were busy 
. . 
. -
I must be strong! 
You are unaffecUd 
I am scarred 
Not because of what you did; 
Because you lied to me 
Angie Knox 
Senior, Chemistry 
> ' 
' 
I am the villain (so-
called) 
every bank that is 
robbed 
every home that is bur-
glarized 
every car that is jacked 
every drug that is sold 
every gun that is fired 
• 
every negative aspect 
• 
of life is somehow 
traced to me 
But how can I be so 
destructive 
When I am the one being 
destroyed 
• To hate me is to hate 
• 
I 
• 
' 
' 
' 
I 
• 
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It's Your Future 
You want to go to college, but don't know how you11 afford it. The 
District of Colwnbia Anny National Guard can help you with college 
assistance and a lot more. 
If you qualify, you can earn up to $20,000 in education assistance. Tiris includes up to $6J20 with the Montgomery GI Bill and $13,000 
m pa)rchecks over the course of your enlistment Also, you may be 
. eligible for an enlistment bonus. · 
But the Guard provides much more than money for college. You11 
learn a marketable skill, possibly in any one of a variety of technical 
fields. You could be a military policeman or serve in the maintenance 
or aviation companies. And you11 develop personal strengths and 
leadership qualities. But best of all, you will serve your community and 
country as a "Capitol Guardian". It is your future, act on it. Call your 
recruiter today: 
DISTRJCTOF 
COLlThIBIA 
202-433-5142 or 5143 
I 
........ encans 
The Am1y National Guard is an Equal Opportunity Employer. 
THE HILLTOP 
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Solutions ffOfll rour Appi. Ca11ipus Reseller: 
a full Macintosh II~ for •It your needs. 
lbe /It'll' .'ff!le 
.AlodJllnsb Co/or <JaJ.ric 
' 
' 
7be 1ieu·l{flk 
Jk1a11klih r;,,,im Gia 
. ._ .... 
Right now, )001' Apple Can1pus Reseller has the JOOil affordable new for evei1 1nore pooier, the Macintash Ce11tris" 610. See these new con1p1Jters 
line of full-teatured Macintnsh" computers eve[ Tiieres the Awle" ~1acintosh tixla.y at )OOT Awle CrunptJS Resell>r. \X<here }OO'll get special stlklet1t priciiig, 
Color C~i<:· - a solid performer at a remarkable price. The Macin10Sh as 'M!ll as servire during ooley'. And experienre the pa.i.er of r,,1aciJ1k:N1 
• 
LC 111, which run<> 500b raw tlian its tq>~ the LC II. And, The power more college students clioose. 11ie power to be )l:Jttr best~ 
For 100te information visit the University Bookstore 
or contact Ai& lfl Kor' at 806-<>656 from 9:00-4:30, Mon-Fri. 
· or call Ken Miion at Clinton ~lllpllter 301/S99-9SSS x242. 
....,, ,.,. ,..,,rlifl<lt ·Jltlr,.... 4" t'"""""~--~.-_WI l ·tJina,_.,. ... ._,_.... ... • ·+. ......... .._......, ...... • __..-._....._ ..... _ ,..._,.._ .. ' ........ ,_,,. ...,_ ··~ ~ • __..._ .• ,,... . ....... • •• ' · ' · · · • 
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Andrea's Thoughts On ... 
owe Fiasco 
Howe oh Howe did Howe get 
back into the Majors is beyond 
me. Please explain this to me. 
Howe has Yankee's pitcher and 
seven time drug offender Steve 
Howe escaped the claws of j us-
tice. to be reinstated by the 
league. This is really all that I 
need to write. I can stop the col-
umn now if I wanted to, but I'm 
·ust so outraged. I can't bcl~eve 
it. 
To brief you on Steve Howe's 
recent history with the Yank's, 
I'll simply ta1ce you to last sea-
son when Howe was banned 
from Major League Baseball for 
committirig his seventh offense 
of the Majors' drug policy. In 
other words he broke the ru le 
seven times. Seven, siete, sept, 
chi, septimus times. No matter 
what langu~ge you speak, Howe 
as had his fair share of chances. 
And the Majors have the nerve 
to reinstate him. Give me a 
break. What's the use of having 
rules if you're not going to 
enforce them. If Howe worked a 
9-5 job you better believe that he 
would be out, fired, kaput .. No 
wonder the Yankee 's haven't 
won a World Series since '78, 
look at all of the dead weight 
they keep around. Wouldn't 
you love to have an organization 
like this as a boss? 
Now back to this ban issue 
which is used too much in pro-
fessional sports. Why doesn' t the 
athletic arena call it what it real-
ly is-a suspension. Rarely is any-
one ever banned for life. Most 
sports have ''life ban'' policies in 
their constitutions (with the 
exception of boxing which prob-
ably doesn't even have a consti-
tution), but what good are tyey. 
Was this rule implemented as an 
· iii.timidation ploy, and does it 
even intimidate the athletes into 
staying straight? In most cases a 
player can be reinstate<;i iri one to 
two years time. If I were an ath-
lete would this really keep me 
off drugs? It 's a s lap on the 
wrist. 
Back to the Howe situation. 
Last year there was a hearing 
and three members of the 
Yankee organization testified on 
behalf of Howe as character wit-
nesses. Talk about your ole boy 
' network, what could these peo-
ple have possibly said? How can 
you be a character witness for 
someone who has broken the 
law, I mean yes he did 1violate 
baseball's rules but in a' larger , 
spectrum he committed a crimi-
nal act. For those readers who 
have been in a cave for the past 
umpteen years, DRUGS ARE 
ILLEGAL. No matter what the 
guy up on the corner says, they 
really are illegal , people. That 
alone is reason enough to uphold 
the ban. Of course you have the 
extreme humanitarian who pro-
fesses that drug addiction is an 
illness, but is baseball the cure. 
Ever see the movie 
Major League? Remember the 
part when the pitcher nicknamed 
''wild thing'' threw the ball at the 
practice dummy and knocked his 
block off. Then you know exact-
ly what I'm talking about. If you 
don't understand my example let 
me break it down for y'ou. If I 
were a baseball player when I 
step up to bat would I want this 
man throwing a ball 90 plus 
miles an hour in my direction. 
Talk about a wild pitch. 
The League should not 
tolerate his substance abuse. Just 
what is the message being sent 
out by Major League Baseball 
anyway. Or, the league can just 
change its' famed old ballad .. .for 
its 1,2,3 sniffs you're out at the 
old ball game. (But of course 
you could come tiack next sea-
son.) 
opp1n 
' 
) 
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s season 
By Monica Lewis 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
This time last year, Howard 
Univer8ity's Men's Basketball 
team had made it to the "Big 
Dance," otherwise known as 
the National Collegiate 
Athletic Association's 
Basketball Tournament. It was 
a whole different scene this 
year, as the Bison, due to 
inconsistent play and injuries, 
found themselves having to 
''play-in'' to the Mid-Eastern 
Athletic Tournament last week. 
In their first game the ·Bison 
soundly defeated the wildcats 
of Bethune-Cookman College. 
However the tables were 
turned as Howard ended its 
season in a loss to top-seeded 
Coppin State. , 
In the preliminary round 
game, the Bison played a 
strong first half against the 
Wildcats as they gained a com-
manding 46-22 halftime lead. 
But , as in past games, ·the 
Bison faltered in the second 
half as Bethune-Cookman 
• 
forced Howard into turning the 
ball over 23 times. With strong 
play from senior center Charles 
Solomon, who had a game-
high 24 points, and sophomore 
guard Corey Beard, who 
racked up 20 points of his own, 
the Bison held off a Wildcat 
comeback to win the game at 
86-72. 
In Friday's action, the men 
ended their stay at the MEAC 
Tournament and the season 
with a 65-57 loss to the Coppin 
State Eagles. The Bison lead 
throughout the first half, but 
stumbled in the second, as offi-
cials called numerous offensive 
fouls. The fouls enabled the 
Eagles to catch-up with a little 
over 10 minutes left in the 
game. At the 3:22 mark in the 
second half, a 6-0 run by 
Coppin State gave them a com-
fortable 55-49 lead. Coppin 
State was crowned MEAC 
Champions and due to 
Arizona's loss, currently have 
the longest winning streak in 
men's basketball . 
• 
B6 
• 
Athlete 
Profile 
bers his best time at Howard being his junior year 
when his team ''beat Florida A & M University in the 
1992 MEAC Tournament and being chosen as Player 
of the Game for Howard in round one of the national-
Senior Milan Brown, the Howard University 
Baske tball Team's all-time leading free throw per-
centage shooter-at 82%- and the 12th player in HU 
ba~ketball history to score 1000 points, will definitely 
be missed next season. 
Having played organized basketball since age 
five, Brown has become the consummate athle1e. 
His hobbies include school and basketball. In addi-
tion to his father whom he admires for his ability to 
handle situations and ''the level of respect'' he has for 
him, the 6-0 senior point guard also admire NBA for-
mer and present point guards Magic Johnson and 
Isaiah Thomas because he can ''learn from them''. 
ly televised NCAA Tournament against the Kansas 
Jayhawks. 
' 'I ' ll mi ss the • 
competition and hang-
ing with my boys," says 
Brown . Among the 
things Brown says he 
will miss ·about Howard, 
he will mi ss playing 
organized sports most. 
On the topic of 
personal strengths and 
weaknesses, Brown tells 
of how he is usually the --
person whQ. u.keis the f i.;1 i~J1 Mif8rr 1Brown · -
initiative •ruid that one of.1,;~·:1 ,. , ''!, 1·1 · ,;; 
his downfalls is that he always try to please everyone. 
• 
The marketing major from Hampton. VA 
Chose to attend Howard because of the school' s pres-
tigious reputation and for hi s ''post-basketball endeav-
ors." After graduation , Brown plans to pursue a mas-
ter 's of business administration with a concentration 
in marketing in graduate school. He also wants to 
work as an assistant coach on a col lege basketba:Jt 
team. 
Brown, the Bison's leading scorer at 12 .4 
points per game and assists at 4.6 per game, remem-
In response to the rumor of his alleged arro-
gance, the soft-spoken, confident Brown calmly says, 
''It's not true. I feel that the people who have made . 
those judgements don't really know 111e.'' Brown goes 
on to say that he is often perce ived as egotis1ical 
because he has little time outside of school and bas-
ketball to sociali ze. 
MARCH 12. THE TEAM 
WILL GO ON THE ROAD 
TO TAKE ON DUKE 
UNIVERSITY. 
MARCH 19. THE TEAM 
WILL TAKE ON UMES . SITE 
NEUTRAL 1 :00 pm 
MARCH 13 . THE WOMEN 
WILL COMPLETE THIER 
MATCH AGAINST GEORGE-
TOWN AT HOME: TIME TBA . 
MARCH 16. THE MEN AND 
WOMEN WILL HOST 
DELAWARE ST . 2 : 00 PM . 
MARCH 1 7 . THE WOMEN 
TRAVEL TO TAKE ON GEORGE 
MASON. 2 : 30 PM. 
All home tennis matches 
will be played at 
Banneker Recreational 
Courts . 
• 
,T r 
BRIGHT 
YOUNG 
ENERGETIC 
PERSONS ARE 
NEEDED FOR ALL TYPES OF 
POSITIONS WITH HOWARD 
UNIVERSITY DINING SERVICES. 
TOP HOURLY RATES. DON'T 
DELAY, APPLY TODAY. 
CONTACT: ROBERTA MCLEOD 
AT 806-5689 OR CORDELL 
THO~. 806-7400FOR 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
• 
' 
• 
• 
' 
' 
• 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS p.m. in Douglass I 03 p.m. Business Auditoriun1 FIRM IS SEEKING AMBI· Landlord (30 I) 571-1998 John 
'i'he Brothers of Charles Houston Pre-La.w Business Development Bsmt Apt. Pvt. Entr. I Br, . 
. 
TIOUS INDIVIDUAL~O Here you go. I hope 
Alpha Phi Alpha Society Speaker WORK IN THE MAR T- L.R., Kit, Ba, w/w Carpet, it makes you happy 
Fraternity Inc. presents '!'he National Capital ING, MANAGEMENT. Catv. Util incl. $400.00 mo. Shell. 
Beta Chapter PRINCETON REVIEW Chapter of the Red Cross is AND PUBLIC RELA- (202) 829-1676 To the L.A./Conn. Crew 
• 
along with **Actual Administration of Seeking Volunteers. Please TIONS AREA OF OUR Roorii/Apts. for rent, w/w Our weekends are "Cool 
Howard Officer's LSAT for Diagnostic Call 865-0358 for more BUSINESS: carpet, microwave, dish- Like That"' way to give it up 
Christian Fellowship Purposes - March 14 
• 
information and sign up. $150-$350 (comm) Per wk washer, central air/heat, . K.K . 
invite everyone to attend 2:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m. 1 he Mark of the Beast'! PART-TIME 
. 
walk to subway/bus, walk to Love You Guys 
"A Study in the Wor!I" **Winning Strategies for Friday 7:00 p.m. Little $500-$750 (comm) Per wk HU. Rent Starting at $275. K.B. 
(weekly Bible Study) Law School Admission Chapel, Carnegie Bldg. FULL-TIME Call (30 I) 336-3238 Terri & Reginald 
Every Wednesday 5 - 6 p.m. March 18 at 6:30 p.m. PRINCE!! For sale: 4 FOR MORE INFORMA- SERVICES Good Luck in the run-offs! 
Douglass Hall Army ROTC New Members from all Prince tickets for Monday, TION CONTACT: "MONEY FOR COLLEGE" Quad Staff 
Lounge majors welcome! March 15. Please Call Iva at ARNOLD M. JOLIVET II We Guarantee you will Sean Turley- I've got my 
'l'he Ladies of Questions call: (30 I) 565-2681 ( 410) 832-6269 - BALT. receive either a scholarship, eyes on you and the like 
Alpha Kappa Alpha Glendia Scott -865-0294 or GAY STUDENT iso others (202) 965-9132 - D.C. grant, or loan!! Call what they see! 
Sorority Inc. Tanya Hamilton -865-0602 to revive '82 gay organiza- PART-'I'IME OFF'ICE C.F.C.D. 1-800-398-2742 H.U. Students: Stop listen-
• Alpha Chapter AIDS Awareness Week tion (NO JOKE!!!) If ASSISTANT Small legisla- Today!! ing to the wrong thing and 
would like to remind all par- Volunteer Meeting you're Gay/Bi then let's do live law firm has opening for "$25/month FREE!" Many Do The Right Thing! Vote 
ticipants of the Stop Hunger Wednesday March 17 @ this'! Call 202/466-1677 part-time office assistant. Students who work qualify Ascension and go the way 
Fast to bring their pledges to 6:30 p.m. Reading Room and leave message (confi- Responsibilities include for food assistance! Special with AMIA and TENE! 
Douglass Hall I st floor any Lounge dential) PEACE!!! light office work, i.e., filling, Report $5: DollarSmart, . To a certain Campus Pal: 
time between Charles Houston Pre Law NEED PARKING answering telephones, Box 9386, Washington, D.C. It's all fun and games until 
6:00 and 7:00 p.m. on Society presents: Limited Spaces Available!!! research. etc., as well as 20005. Cut expenses! Order someone gets hurt. While 
Monday, March 15th or Who: Princeton Review Near Howard University occasional coverage of con- Now!! you're out playing, I'm left 
Tuesday, March 16th When: March 18 6:30 p.m. (Fi rst CoJne, First Served) gressional hearings. EX1'END YOUR BEAU- healing a wound! Don't for-
'!'he HOWARD ONIVERSI- *Food will be served* $35.00/month Call Joe for Excellent writing skills are TY for Spring break'! ! get-paybacks are a b**ch. 
Y CAMPUS MOSQUE of Where: ·school of Business more details (202) 986-9248 important. Hours are flexi - Braids, Twists, and Weave and you'll get yours soon!! 
the NATION OF ISLAM at Auditorium New Members Any stude11t that has stayed ble. Salary is $'6.50/hr. styles. Goddess braids, Brokenhearted 
11 :00 a.m. in the Blackbum welcome from all majors. in H.U. housing facilities Send resume and copy of Boofrutu, and Lacing avai l- Terri Wade & Reginald X 
Center Forum Minister President Glendia Scott - during any se1nes ter breaks, writing sample to: Sharon able. Call Tracey Lynn As long as you slate sticks to 
, 
Michael 3X! Consider the 865-0294 please call: • Distler 1310 Nineteenth (202) 310-2544 the ideals of change and res-
Time Vice-President Katina (30 I) 336- 8763 or Street, Northwest Allure Nails elution, HU will benefit 
1 .. 2 .. 3 and 'l'ha 4 Party with Tanya Hamilton - 865-0602 Patrice (30 I) 864-0989 Washington, D.C. 20036 Full Set $20.00 from you contributions. 
The Funlcy Divas, David, . Poliucal Science Honor ALL FO'l'URE DESIGN- Need Extra Cash Earn Fill $10.00 • Quad Staff 
' 
and Moe! FREE DRINKS Society· ERS!! Here's a chance to Hundreds Stuffing Manicure $5.00 Best wishes to Terri Wade 
ALL NITE at 1227 Harvard Pi Sigma Alpha is conduc- show off you work In the Envelopes from the Pedicure $I 0.00 and Reginald X . 
I St. $2 B4 12:00 p.m., $3 tion its spring semester • National Society of Black Convince of your Home!! Call Monique at A Resolution for Change 
AFfA AIN'T NOTHIN' membership drive. Engineers FASHION Send a S.A.S.E. to: (202) 462-7187 Omega Psi Phi Fraternity. 
BUT A HARVARD Members may pe Political SHOW If interested please Efficient Commissioning PERSONALS Inc. Alpha Chapter 
THANG BABY! Science Majors or Minors call (202) 332-0116 Home Opportunities P.O. Congratulations to: Odetta, 
The Men of Omega Psi Phi Requirements '!'he ARKANSAS SOC!- Box 214 Washington, D.C. Julian Gaither Better than "All My 
Fraternity Inc., Alpha a . 3.0 Cumulative G.P.A. ETY IS HERE! Call Phillip 20059 Mandinema Kumbula Children". What's the 
Chapter invite all men of b. 3.2 Major Concentration C. Ha;·•s@ 865-9985! Need Extra Cash for Depelsha Thomas & a11s\ver 
' 
' 
' . 
' 
*Al:l'EN'l'!ON.llL CALI-
. 
Omega to our Memorial Q,P,A. Spring Break?! Earn Alicia Beatty for winning I !011: '" 11·11 11"•• f l ' •i•1rrSW1JWH .- 1;\l'/·1 
' ' Service observance, Friday c. 9 Hours in Political FORNIANS* Due to Hundreds by .Spring Break their respective posi tions for :S.A.N .. ... , .. ,,1 ,,r .. ,: , , I 1 1 • I 
' March l 2, 1993 at the Science unforeseen ci rcL11nstances, Earn Thousands by the END 1993-94 Love, The Fam(ily) You gotta LOVE_ me 
Monument, 6:00 p.m. Applications are Available the "Cali Club", will not be of the School Year. Stuffing: To the UNI'I'ED IN. • or 
'l'he BISON BALL March PROGRESS slate: School LEAVE n1e alone! ' in Room 144 Douglass Hall holdi11g a11y111ore n1eetings Envelopes at Home Home 
l 2, 1993 $7 per person, $I 0 uue Date is ~arch 19, 1993 this semester. We will Opportunities P.O. Box 214 of B's loss is our gain. We A.O. Cheerleaders, 
• I 
per couple/ semi-formal 'l'he Washington D.C. resume next fall. Everyone Washington, D.C. 20059 still love you' The Fam(ily) Congratulations on becom-
dress. Tickets in Cramton Chapter of Omega Psi Phi who pl11·cl1ascd t-shirts will Tutor-Counselors needed for l'o Shaconda, Mike, SL1san, ing Howard's first MEAC 
Happy Hour Fraternity Inc. invite the still be able to pick then1 up six-week residential pro- & Gavin: (United in Cheerleading Champions!! 
Chuck & Billys Howard Community to our upon thci1· a1·ri\1al. The gram. Junior, Senior, or Progress) Congratulations The competition didn't 
$2 (Cover Charge) Annual Talent Hunt Executive Board thanks you Graduate students with pro- for being REAL Winners' know \Vhat hit 'e~ (so hard) 
4:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. Program. Blackburn for yot1r support and under- ficiency in English, Math, You may not have had the I' 1n so proud of you!! It 
Free Drinlcs & Snacks Auditorium. Saturday March standing. The arrival of the Science, Counsel~. 2.00 resou1·ces to by the vote1·s must have been that "INFA-
March 12, 1993 20, 1993 Admission Free. t-shirts will be announced in or better GPA. $1,500 plus lunch. dinner, or whatever MOUS STRETCH"!! 
by Brian Stockton Dillard Grambling Southern The Hilltop. room and board. else, but you gave them a WITH LOVE, 
Student Cluster Big Brother Xavier D.C. Alumni 'l'he SIP 1s back 'I he Applications available: chance to select t~est YOUR CO-CAPTAIN, 
Big Sister. Roller Skating Chapters present 15th Mississippi Club will be Howard University Upward thing you have to ffer. .. Cathy 
Day. Saturday March 13, Annual Mardi Gras Ball meeting the 2nd & 4th Bound Program Carnegie yourselves. Therefore you Happy Birthday 
1993. Meet Outside ' March 20, 1993 from 
. Wednesdays of every month Building Basement Room can feel shame, only pride Rob Simpson 3/9 
Crarnton at 11 :00 a.m. & 9:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m. for the duration of the 10 because despite everything Carol Crawford 3/12 
return to Crarnton by 5:00 Donations: $20 for scholar- semester in Douglass Hall Activist Jobs I )Passing the that was done to make you Caprice Fulcher 3/14 
p.m. $4.00 per person ship fund Call For tickets. form 6:30 p.nl. - 7:30 p.m. National Health Care Bill. unsuccessful, you still per- Love FAM 
Admission & Skate Rental. (202) 865-0327 or Any Questions contact 2)Lifting the military ban. 3) formed well at the polls. .SONS OF LAMEN'I/\-
. 
Bring Money for lunch. (301) 559-2775 Robert E. Russum (Pres) Ending discrimination. The . Imagine what could have TIONS, CONGRATS! 
Call Directors for questions Junior Class Board of Arts (202) 259-3473 Clec Canvass Network is been if the playing field had Three years on the 11th 
'!he Laymen of Mt. Zion & Sciences: sponsors I st 
. 
Vernon Archer (Vice-Pres) hiring articulate, politically been equal. Anyway, hold 3-A-91 
Baptist Church will present Annual "H.U. Shoot Out"' 3 (202) 291-6280 motivated individuals, PT, to your heads high! My So11s ol' Arn1ageddon, 
• 
the Howard University on 3 B-ball tournament on Look out for the lst annu- do grassroots, out reach & respect and admiration for In the immortal word of 
Community Choir (formerly April 23. $30 entry fee per al Black & Gold Spades ftindraising over the phone. you has only grown stronger A.M. Walker, we will con-
the Howard University ·team. Prizes range from Tournament 5:00 - 9:00 p.m. or 5:00 - and I 'm sure many ' tinue to " ... herald and defend 
Residence Hall Choir) in shoes to sweatsuits. Free T- PRINCE 'l'IX for sale. 11 :00 p.m. Earn Money and Howardites will second that it. even against the World." 
concert on Sunday, March shirts for all participants. Accepting best offer. Call make a difference. Call motion. Love, La Vesta I Happy Anniversary, 3/15 
14, 1993 at 4:00 p.m. at the Look for more information 865-081 J . (202) 775-0370. 12-5 p.ril. Congratulations to our Miss G.O.M.A.B. 3-A-91 
Mt. Zion Baptist Church, in next week's Hilltop Coming Soon annual Mon-Fri Dupont Circle loca- Black USA. Ebony '!'he Men of Kappa Alpha 
, 
14th and Gallatin Streets, Azusa Campus M1nistr1es 
' 
Physics Banquet May 1993 
' 
ti on Warren you better Go, Girl! Psi support Ascension - ' 
N.W. No charge, but a free . [Church of God in Christ Anyone interested in going Fol{ REN'I' Love, Tene McCoy & Amia 
. 
will offering will be taken. (COG IC) Missions] present to Atlanta for SPRING I Bedroom Apartments The Family Foston 
For further information, "BIBLE TALK", Tuesdays BREAK? Contact: Lisa at Available - Student $390 - S.T. and Nordictrack (Mr. Fnends at Howard 
please contact Mrs. Lanie in the Blackbum Forum, 865-0972 143 W Street NW; 149 W Lents): It's on in Florida! University ctgratulate Tene 
Frazier at 882-4862 6:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. 
• 
RE[P WAN'I'ED Street NW; 2201 2nd Street Expect it when you least McCoy & A ·a Foston 
' LeonM. 'I'he Washington D.c. Speaker: Rev. Kenneth IN'I'ERNA'l'IONAL NW - 5 Minutes Walking expect it . 
' 
chapters of Omega Psi Phi Spears. COME and BE EMPLOYMENT Distance from campus. Call N.N. and Anklebracelet Happy Birthday! (3-10-93) 
Fraternity Inc. invite all BLESSED!! Make $2,000+ per month 265-3624. Ask for Bill. ' (The lent breakers) From someone who cares • 
' 
men of Omega to the Muslim Fnday Prayer Every teaching basic conversation- TOWNTREND MANAGE- Frederic F, ''If everyone 1n more than you can ever 
the world would give me 
. . 
Memorial Service Breakfast, Friday in Blackbum Center al English abroad. Japan MENT. 1mag1ne 
on Sunday March 14, at the • and Taiwan. Many provide 1460 Euclid: 1-Br·f450-500 their treasure, I would not Sunshine 12 p.m. - I p.m. 
Blackbum Center 8:30 a.m. Muslim Students of H.U. room & board '+- other bene- Mr. Napper 483-8154 3228 want for more than I have O'l'IS and FLOYD YO GO 
Service at Rankin Chapel, P.O. Box 404 H.U. fits. No pre'vious training or Hiatt PI: Eff $375 2-Br right now," ... and that is a BOYS!! your support group 
11 :00 a.m., open to everyone Washington D.C. 20059 teaching certificate required. $650-700 Mr. Roman 234- beautiful relationship with BE S'l'RONG O'l'IS & 
BALI'IMOREANS ! !! Next (202) 291-3790 For program call 1-206-632- 2653 1300 Harvard: I-Br you FLOYD! Again, your sup-
Baltimore Club Meeting: Entrepreneurtal Society 1146 ext. J5302 $475, 2-Br $700, 3-Br $800 Love, Angela port group 
Tuesday 3/16/93 @ 5:30 MeeLing Wednesday 6:00 NAl'IONAL MARKE'l'JNG Mr. Alvarez 387-4754 371073713 'l'.L.l.F.O.A.L.O.B. 
I 
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THE HEIRS OF 
HERMAKIS 
ali,1s 
THE 16 N.N.O.D.S 
BOY TUT II 
MENTUHOTEP 
THE WANDERER IV 
THE PROPHET IV 
PSYCHO IV 
PHOENIX II 
SHA! PAPA 
SOLOMANV 
KIONGOZI 
INVARIANT PHASE III 
RAMSES 
SUFFUSION 
CAMEO APPEARANCE 
ANUBIS 
BLACK SULTAN 
DR. FUNKENSTIEN V 
Happy B_irthday it's been 
three years and we still got 
the Heat, The Beta Heat 
A special 'l'hank-you goes 
out to all of tl1e participants 
& volunteers in the 
Hara1nbee Carnival - Thanks 
Other Pebbles - Keep your 
eye on your drea111s & focus 
on yoL1r goc1ls Be strong and 
get better, I will be there for 
yot1 now &:. fo1·ever Saint 
Clair 
'l'o 111y Lord (BDM) - wish 
you could imagine the feel-
ings I have for yot1. Good 
luck wi th your e11deavo1·s & 
I will be here for you. Truly, 
you1· Qt1ee11 
Happy Birthday Daddy Dog 
- "V Man" Love Alw;;1ys 
Nikki 
A Resolution for Change -- a 
co111prehensive a11d co11cise 
plan to benefit you, the stu-
dent body. --Engineering 
Student Counci l 
Congratu lations and Good 
luck in the Mar. 17 Run-off 
to Terri Wade & Reginald X 
-- Resolution for Change. 
Sutton Plaza Dorn1 Council 
Alpha Chapter Zeta Phi Beta 
Sorority, Inc. Supports Terri 
Wade & Reginald X. Soror 
we k11ew yot1r hard work 
and dedication would show-
case you Finer Womenhood 
Vote for Change: 'l'err1 Wade 
and Reginald X, March 17 
From your sisters of Alpha 
Kappa Alpha Sorority,, lnc. 
Alpha Chapter 
'!'em Wade and Reginald X 
We Send our best wishes to 
the slate who has the power 
10 make a change. Wade 
Boyki11s & Dennis Benzan 
'('fie Resolution for Change 
team would like to THANK 
the Asian, African, Virgin 
Island & Bermuda Student 
Associatio11s for their sup-
port 
Terri Wade & Reginald X 
Despite the underhanded 
politics, you two show a 
divine qL1ality of persever-
ance and dedication to the 
struggle. Keep serving the 
students of HU and its com-
n1unity -Social Work 
Graduate Students 
'!'ern Wade and Reginald X 
It's about time we had peo-
ple like you all who will do 
111ore than just talk about 
change. Love: Dana, 
Angela, Maya. Ayesha, 
CeCe 
To tl1e one and only slate 
that has proven their leader-
ship and ingenuity through 
actions because ACTIONS 
SPEAK LOUDER THAN 
WORDS -Terri Wade & 
Reginald X, HUSA '93 
peace, BLACK NIA 
F.O.R.C.E. 
Resolution for Change-- We 
realize that change is the 
solution. And ''it's time to 
make that change, you are 
the people who can do it" 
Good luck, IEEE 
Best wishes to the • 
• 
Resol t1tion for Change slate 
Terri Wade & Reginald X 
Peace, Marcus Johnson, 
President Fine Arts Student 
Council 
To our sister Terri Wade and 
her partner, Reginald X best 
. wishes in your efforts to 
bring Ujimma & U1noja to 
Ho\vard University. We 
love you -- Ubiquity 
Null Respect to WADE 
AND X a "CHANGE" is 
definitely 
needed .......... PEACE -The 
Crew 
'the 1nessage is CHANGE, 
plain and simple. Howard is 
in need for a positive 
change. Vote March 17 
Terri Wade & Reginald X 
K:.111ika McGee, Coordinator 
UGSA 
The HOWARD UNIVERSI-
TY CAMPUS MOSQUE 
supports "Resolution For 
Change" Terri Wade "nd 
Reginald X. 
On March 17th, VO'l'P. . 
"RESOLUTION FOR 
CHANGE" You have our 
support over in the Law 
School -Ericka McDaniels, 
President Student Bar 
Association. 
Go all the way Vote Am1a & 
Tene. HUSA 93 1 
Don't be afraid to let exp. 
rule McCoy - ·•un HUSA 
93 
Tene & Amia the race is not 
given to the swift, but he 
1 . Ages 12 and up with astt 11a 
who use daily asthma 
·medication. 
2. Women of Childbearing potential 
must regularly use contraception 
to be eligible. 
3. A stipend of up to $500 is offered 
for full participation. 
If you are interested, please call 
Lois Kay at 301-565-8207. 
f 
• • 
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con ' ' ' 
who endures to the end. 
We're proud of you. The 
Ascension Team 
We all know the problem. 
Here's the solution -McCoy-
Foston. HUSA 93 
Am1a, the architect Tene, 
the carpenter Ascension, the 
blue-print Allow them to 
rebuild HU for you HUSA 
93 
Make you Vote count. 
Ascension 93 
Change won't happen 
overnight. Unity-Continuity 
=Ascension 
Heights that great men 
reached and kept Were not 
attained by sudden flight, 
but they, while their com-
panions slept, were toiling 
upward through the night 
Ascension 93 
Leadership without direction 
gets lost. Direction without 
definition gets lost. Ideas 
without substance get lost. 
With Ascension, you can't 
lose. McCoy-Foston HUSA 
93 
Tene & Amia we love you 
and Howard needs you hang 
in there. The Ascension 
Team 
We must not bnng each 
other down. We must lift 
each other up. Ascension 93 
Tene & Amia keep your 
eyes on the prize and you'll 
always Gome out winners. I 
believe in you Shanise 
Make your mark on RO, 
vote McCoy-Foston on 
March 17, 1993 
It's O.K. to maICe a change, 
it's better to make a differ-
ence. McCoy-Foston HUSA 
93 
Ascension volunteers. 
Thank you for y.our contin-
ued support. See Ya at the 
polls The Ascension 
GoOd Job Tene, Love Mom 
&Dad 
Here's to Ascension! Dr. R. 
Foston 
Evolution Supports 
Ascension Tene McCoy & 
1 ;."1ia Foston 
Progression supports 
Ascension Tene McCoy & 
Amia Foston 
'l'he Campus Pals supports 
Ascension Tene McCoy & 
Amia Foston 
What up to 
the G., scoooot,& putte 
this cµlniversary marks the 
third year running !hangs 
and the 5th one here. It's 
time to be out niggs 
........... ..... ........ ........ PEACE 
elmo 
No'!' so EASY ROH'! 
I 
e HA HA 
its not you it's gott be 
someone else. 
RofM&R 
CO'l"l'ON, 
YOU'RE GREATLY 
APPRECIATED FOR YOU 
AND THAT'S ABOUT THE 
SIZE OF OUR 
FRIENDSHIP--
YOU BEING YOU 
BECAUSE OF YOU AND 
ME BEING ME BECAUSE 
OF ME. BUT CAN 
THINKING BE. 
KNOWING? 
advanced hugs and kisses 
because you've done much 
to make me proud and your 
time to run rampant is about 
to come & i know you're 
ready ! 
THE BEAUTIFUL ONE 
• 
Need a job? 
• Need an internship? 
CWJ!!!![I" 
E 
~~ ~t?~~ 
~If 
.......... 
1 resume is $10 
each additional resume only $1 . 
Call (202) 234-2211 
• 
• 
• 
' 
' 
' 
I 
I 
• 
